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PHYSICS DIVISION SEMIANNUAL REPORT 

November 1963 through April 1964 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

May 25, 1964 

GENERAL PHYSICS RESEARCH 

PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Luis W. Alvarez in charge 

Research projects reported below have been carried out by the 
following (as indicated by the initials at the end of eac,h report): 

Margaret H. Alston (MHA), Luis W. Alvarez (LWA), 
Jared A. Anderson (JAA), Angela Barbaro-Galtieri (AB-G), 

J. Peter Berge (JPB), Suh Urk Chung (SUC), 
Bevalyn B. Crawford (BBC), FrankS. Crawford, Jr. (FSC), 

Orin I. Dahl (OlD), Joseph C. Doyle (JCD), Philippe Eberhard (PE), 
Stanley M. Flatte (SMF), Jerome Friedman (JF), 

Robert L. Golden (RLG), Ronald A. Grossman (RAG), 
Lyndon M. Hardy (LMH), Richard I. Hess (RIH), 

J. Richard Hubbard (JRH), Robert W. Huff (RWH), 
William E. Humphrey (WEH), Darrell 0. Huwe (DOH), 

Laurance D. Jacobs (LDJ), George R. Kalbfleisch (GRK), 
Janos Kirz (JK), Ronald D. Levine (RDL), James Lindsey (JL), 

Lester J. Lloyd (LJL), Gerald Meisner (GM), Deane Merrill (DM), 
Donald H. Miller (DHM), James R. Morris (JRM), 

Joseph J. Murray (JJM), LeRoy R. Price (LRP), Alan Rittenberg (AR), 
Arthur H. Rosenfeld (AHR), Ronald R. Ross (RRR), 

Joseph A. Schwartz (JAS), Arnold J. Schwemin (AJS), 
Janice B. Shafer (JBS), Frank Shively (FS), Daniel Siegal (DMS), 

Gerald A. Smith (GAS), Robert G. Smits (RGS), 
Frank T. Solmitz (FTS), M. Lynn Stevenson (MLS), 

Robert D. Tripp (RDT), Robert D. Watt (RDW), 
Charles G. Wohl (CGW), and Stanley G. Wojcicki (SGW). 

Humphrey, Ross, Solmitz and Lloyd have been involved in the develop
ment of new film-measuring devices, the SMP and Spiral Reader . 

UCRL-11466 
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RESEARCH WITH BUBBLE CHAMBERS 

Associated-Production Experiment (72-Inch Chamber) 

Magnetic Moment of the A 

Determination of the magnetic moment of the 
A, fJ.A = 1.4 ± 0. 7, was reported at the April 1964 
meeting of the APS in Washington, D.C. The 
two previous experiments1,2 are in disagree
ment, and we strongly verify the result of Cool 
et al. , who find fJ.A = -1.5 ± 0. 5. A paper on this 
problem is being prepared for publication. 
(JAA, FSC) 

Strange -Particle Production by rr- p 

The study of the reactions rr- + p - A+ K 0 , 

~-+ K+, and ~ 0 + K 0 has nearly been completed 
at incident TT- momentum of 117 0 MeV /c. The 
cross sections have been determined to be aAKo= 
576 ±14mb, a~-K+ = 231 ±6mb, and a~oKo = 
310± 17mb. The ~ 0 polarization was found to 
be aAP~o = 0.14 ± 0.11. The ~ 0 must be weakly 
polarized at this momentum. An investigation 
into the implications of the charge -independence 
triang~e is under way. We are hopeful that a 
study of the n,p scatterings produced by the 
neutrons in ~- decay will determine y for the 
~- decay. (RDL, JCD, JAA, FSC) 

The K~ - K~ Mass Difference 

There are about 31 events in which the K 0 

scatters and decays as a K 0 , and about 58 
events in which the K 0 scatlers and subsequent
ly interacts. The first set of events yields a 
preliminary result for the sign of the mass dif
ference; MK - MK is found to be positive. 
Both sample l- yield 1 results on the magnitude, 
and this work is continuing. Partial results 
were presented at the April 1964 meeting of the 
APS in Washington, D.C. (FSC, BBC, GM, 
RLG) 

Eta Production 

We have found about 80 events of the type 
TT- p - TT- pT). By comparing these with the 
events rr+p - rr+ pT) at the same momentum, we 
find the ratio of eros s sections for the above 
process to be a-ja+z 0.24±0.04. If I=3/2were 
the only contributing state, one would have 
a-ja+ = 1/9. Thus, I= 1/2 contributions are 
important. 

Various angular distributions are being ana
lyzed in an attempt to find out what part the 
N':'(1238) plays in the production process. 

Results have been presented at the April 1964 
APS meeting in Washington, D.C. (LRP, FSC, 
RAG) 

Eta Decay, T) -+ rr+ + rr- + rr 0 

With more than twice as many events as avail
able previously, the distribution of events in the 
Dalitz plot was re-analyzed. We now find no 
essential difference between the "linear-matrix
element" theory and that of Brown and Singer. 3 

Results have been presented at the April 1964 
APS meeting in Washington, D.C. (LRP, FSC) 

Eta Decay, T) -+rr++ rr-+ y 

For the first time a Dalitz plot of these events 
has been made. It shows that the dipion is in a 
J = 1 state. With the increased statistics, the 
branching ratio (T)-rr+trr-+y)/(T)_,.TT+trr-trr 0 ) 

has been recalculated. The new value is 
0.26 ± 0.06. 

Results have been presented at the April 1964 
APS meeting in Washington, D.C. (LRP, FSC) 

K 72 Experiment (72:-Inch Chamber) 

:=:- Decay Rates 

A new experLnental test was made of the 
decay-rate prediction; 2Z-=A_t"-'3~i;. The 
measurement of a';:;'-• y';:;'-, and T';:;'- made it 
possible to compare the1:i- and P~ave decay 
amplitudes of :=:-: decay with A - p + TT- and 
~+-p + rr 0 decay amplitudes. Within experimen
tal uncertainties the above equation is satisfied 
for both the S-wave and P-wave amplitudes. 
This suggests that the above rule is a "triangylar 

1. R. L. Cool, E. W. Jenkins, T. F. Kycia, 
D. A. Hill, et al., Phys. Rev. 127, 2223 (1962). 

2. W. Kernan, T. B. Novey, ~D. Warshaw, 
and A. Wattenberg, Phys. Rev. 129, 870 (1963). 

rule" similar to the boT= 1/2 triangular relation
ship, ~== ~+ + .J2 ~i;. (MLS, JPB, FRH, 
GRK, JBS, FTS, SGW, PGW) 

The Reaction K- + p -A+ rro 

A sample of 13 000 events of the type K- + p -
(vee t neutral) have been studied for incident K
momentum from 1.0 to 1.7 BeV/c: 2500 events 
have been identified as K- + p - A + ,.o. The 
normally difficult task of separating this reaction 
from K- + p - ~ 0 + ,.o was made easier because 
the latter reaction occurs less frequently than 

3. L. M. Brown and P. Singer, Phys. Rev. 
Letters~. 460 (1962). 
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Table I. Cross sections for K-p interactions. 

Reaction 1.215 ± 0.025 1.410 ± 0.045 

L:+7T- 0.93±0.16 0.95±0.17 

L: -1T+ 0.61 ± 0.10 0.41 ± 0.07 

L:;+7T -7To 0.55±0.11 0.37 ± 0.16 

L; -7T+7TO 0.55±0.09 0.80 ± 0.12 

the former. Cross sections, angular distribu
tions, and A polarization have been determined 
at 1.03, 1.09, 1.22, 1.43, 1.51, 1.61, and 1.70 
BeV/c laboratory-system momentum. The cross 
section decreases from 2.3 ± 0.02 mb at the low
est momentum to 0.9±0.1 mb at the highest. 
The angular distributions exhibit peaking in both 
forward and backward directions for the 7To, 
with a considerable preference for the forward 
direction. The A polarization, though not well 
determined, seems to vary rapidly with center
of-mass angle. This work was presented at the 
April 1964 APS meeting in Washington, D.C. 
(MLS, FTS, CGW, SGW) 

The Reaction K- + p - K0 + n 

Approximately 10 000 "zero-prong-plus-vee" 
' events produced by K- mesons at laboratory

system momenta of 1.43, 1.51, 1.61, and 1. 70 
BeV/c have been analyzed. Of these, about 1 300 
were interpreted a_§ being the charge -exchange 
reaction K- + p - K 0 + n. For the above quoted 
momenta, the cross sections were found to be 
1.8, 1.8, 1.7, and 2.1 mb respectively, with 
about 10o/o uncertainties. These values include 
corrections for scanning biases and events that 
escape from the chamber undetected. This work 
was pre sen ted at the April 1964 APS meeting in 
Washington, D.C. (CGW, FTS, MLS) 

The Reaction K-p- L:±7T:t (+7To) 

As a part of a study of K -p interactions be
tween 1.2 and 1. 7 BeV/c, the charged L: produc
tion associated with 1 7T or 2 7T has been investi
gated. Preliminary cross sections are given in 
Table I. For L: two-body production, the L:;+ 
cross sections are larger than the L:- ones. 
This indicates that the K':' exchange mechanism 
is important at these momenta, since such a 
diagram is forbidden by !-spin conservation in 
th,~ L: -1T+ chann_!;!l. In L: 27T production, the 
Y~'(1405) and Y~'(1520) resonances 9;re strongly 
produced at all momenta, while Y1(1660) appears 
only at 1. 5 BeV/c. The study of the angular dis
tributions for L:;± 7T + production are in progress, 
as we!~ as determination of some parameters of 
the Y0' (1405) resonance. (AB-G, MHA, AHR, 
SGW) 

PK (BeV/c) 

1.505 ± 0.040 1.605±0.050 1.700±0.050 

1.14±0.17 1.20±0.16 0.96±0.15 

0.38 ± 0.06 0.33 ± 0.05 0.30±0.05 

0.81±0.13 0.86±0.12 0.37±0.14 

0.83 ± 0.11 0.83±0.10 0.73±0.11 

The Reactions K- + p - A+ 1r+ + 7T 
and K- + p - L: 0 + 7T+ + 7T-

Investigation has continued of the reactions 
K-+ p -A+ 7T++ 7T- and K-+ p- L: 0 + 1r++ 7T-
for K- laboratory-system momenta from 1. 2 to 
1. 7 BeV/c. , .. The former_reac:}ion is primarily 
K_-+ p -Y1_(13_85)±+ 1r+, Y1(1385)±-A+7T±, 
w1th an exc1tat1on function that decreases with 
energy, and with evidence of the initiation of 
production of YI(1385)+ by K':' exchange above 
1.5 BeV/c. There is also the reaction K- + p
A+ p0 , p0 - 1r++ 7T-, which rises from threshold 
to a maximum of 0.46 mb at 1.5 BeV/c and then 
decreases. The data continue to support the 
rare decay mode w- 7T+ 7T-, but since w is now 
known to have a width of 9 MeV, it is not possible 
(because of interference with p 0 ) to compute a 
unique value of the branching ratio 

Rw = r(w -1r+ 7T-)/T'(w-7T+ 7T- 7To). 

We can set limits of (0.6±0.2)o/o<Rw<(11.3±1.0)o/o 
for this quantity. There is evidence for a low
energy 7T -7T enhancement which is not in cons is
tent with the ABC effect, but which looks more 
like a resonance at about 350 MeV. In the latter 
reaction, the only al?.parent strong resonance 
effect is K- + p - Y1(166o)+ + 7T-. The two YI 
branching ratios are 

r[YI(1385)-L: + 1r] /r[YI(1385)- A+ 1r] = o.o9± o.o1 

and 

r[YI( 1660)- L: + 7T] jr[YI( 166o)- A+ 7T] 6. 8 ± 1. s. 
(DOH) 

II(1385) Spin and Parity 

The "moment" :.!lethod of spin-parity analysis 
was extended to Y'''' s produced (in the reaction 
K-+ p -A+ 7T+ + 7T-) at six momentum settings 
other than the 1.22-BeV/c setting, which had 
earlier yielded results indicating the y':' to be 
either P 3 ; 2 or D 5 ; 2 . 4 The method gave consis
tent answers on spin and parity for these other 
momenta, ranging from 1.1 to 1. 7 BeV/c. The 
hypothesis D 5; 2 was shown to be poorer than 

4. J. B. Shafer and D. 0. Huwe, Phys. Rev. 
June 8, 1964. 
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P 3; 2 in that the x2 values for the .former were 
19 and 22 in two sets of data, when 9 was the 
value expected; the P 3; 2 hypothesis gave an 
equally good or a better confidence limit than 
D3j2 in all sets of data. 

-4-

Explicit evaluation of spin J by finding 2J + 1 
from the ratio of transverse to longitudinal 
polarization (suggested by Byers and Fenster in 
their theory of moment analysis)5 was carried 
out at all momenta. The error is difficult to 
interpret, but the 2J + 1 values themselves center 
around 4 rather than 6 (i.e., indicate spin 3/2 
rather than 5/2). (JBS, DOH) 

IT(1660) Spin and Parity 

The 1660-MeV resonance that manifested itself 
in Y -11" or Y -11" -11" combinations in the final states 
from K--p interactions at 1.51 BeV/c has not 
been firmly classified as to spin and parity. The 
moment analysis has been applied to the decay 
mode Yl'-A + 1r+ with restrictions to obtain as 
clean a sample as possible. The results support 
spin ?o 3/2, but ·are inconclusive on parity. This 
study is being extended to the more numerous 
and much cleaner sample of events Yf(1660)-
~o + 1r. (JBS) 

:=:- Spin and Decay Parameters 

Data from the reaction K- + p _.. ::;::- + K+ ranging 

Alvarez 

from 1.2 to 1. 7 BeV/c incident momentum have 
been used for analysis of ::;::- decay. Moments 
which are required to be zero for the spin-1/2 
assumption are found to be consistent with zero; 
but it is difficult to disprove the hypothesis that 
the spin is really 3/2 and that fortuitous cancel
lations occur among the higher-order terms ex
pected for spin 3/2. Evaluations of moments 
have been made both with an averaging technique 
.(as for the y':'r s) and with a search program 
(using maximum-likelihood method). (JBS) 

Analysis of :=;- Production and Decay 

A sample of 900 :=:- events produced by K- of 
laboratory momentum 1.2 to 1. 7 BeV/c has been 
studied to determine the decay asymmetry 
parameters. With use of the value al\. = +0.62 of 
Cronin 'and Over seth, the value ar;:;<- = -0.41 ± 0.09 
has been determined. If one writ;;"s 

f3 = ~ sin <P and '( = ·~ cos cp, 
then the value for <P is -0.08° ± 0.25°. P-wave 
dominant :=:- decay is ruled out by more than 4 
standard deviations. 

A partial-wave analysis of the production 
states has been carried out, using the maximum
like~ihood method, and a publication is in prepa
ration. 
(JPB, JRH, GRK, JBS, FTS, MLS) 

K 63 Experiment (72-Inch Chamber) 

Status of the Bevatron Run 

To date, the 72-inch bubble chamber has been 
exposed to a K- beam of 2.45 to 2. 7 BeV/c, and 
approximately 500 000 pictures have been taken 
in hydrogen. Each picture includes, on the 
average, 6 to 7 K- and 1 to 2 11"-. In the future, 
the chamber will be filled with deuterium, and 
more pictures will be taken in this momentum 
range. 

Production of the 959-MeV Meson 

A study of the reaction 

K- + p _.. 1\. + 11"+ + 11"+ + Tl"o + 11"- + 11"-

has revealed the existence of a meson resonance 
at 959 MeV, which decays into T)Tr+TI"-. Approxi
mately 35 events of this type have shown that the 
full width (r} is .,; 12 MeV, and the isotopic spin 
(T} is 0 or 1. If it is assumed that the decay 
takes place via the strong interactions, then T = 0 
and G parity = +1. Internal correlations of the 
decay products indicate a Jp assignment of o-
or 1+. The meson has also been observed in vee 
two -prong reactions 

K- + p -+ 1\. + 1r+ + 1r- + missing mass, 

and in vee zero -prong reactions 

5. N. Byers and S. Fenster, Phys. Rev. 
Letters 11, 52 (1963) .. 

K- + p -1\. + missing mass. 

The cross section at 2.45 BeV/c appears to bt 
about 50 fib. This work has been published. 
(GRK, AB-G, OlD, SMF, PE, WEH, JSL, DVM, 
JJM, AR, RRR, JBS, FTS, DMS, GAS, RDT) 

Study of Strangeness: -2 Systems 

A systematic study of the reactions K + p -
::;:: + K + 1r, ::;:: + K + 1r + 1r, 1\. + K + K, ~ + K + K, and 
1\. + K + K + 1r is being undertaken, and an enhance
ment is observed in the :=:1TTr mass distribution 
at 1810 MeV. This resonance has been shown to 
have isotopic spin T = 1/2 and decays into 
::;::':'(1530) + 11". It has been seen in the reactions 
K-+P -::::+K++1r++1r'-, :=;-+Ko+1ro+1r-, 
zo + K 0 + 1r+ + 11"-, and also in the reaction 
1\. + K~ + K 0 • At present, a spin-parity assign
ment of 3/2 or 5/2+ is preferred. Additional 
data, which will be available soon, will be able 
to clear up questions of spin, parity, and branch

. ing ratios. This work has been submitted for 
publication. (GAS, JSL, JJM) 

Hyperon-Resonance Final States 

During this report period, there has been an 
attempt to estimate the amount of Y* + p produc-

6. G. R. Kalbfleisch, L. W. Alvarez, 
A. Barbaro-Galtieri, 0. I. Dahl, P. Eberhard, 
et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 527 (1964}. 

,_. 
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tion in the final state A+ 'IT++ 'ITo+ 'IT- produced by 
2.45-BeV/c K- mesons. Programs have been 
adapted to generate Monte Carlo events for the 
various resonant production states for incoher
ent production. The method compares the Monte 
Carlo-generated events with the observed events 
in a least- squares fit for the states YI+ + p-, 
Yr+p 0

, YI-+p+, A+w, y{++'TTo+'TT-, 
yyo+'TT++'TT-, y{-+'TT++'TTo, A+'TT++p-, A+'TTo+po, 
A+ 'IT-+ p+, and phase space. The results show 
resonance production in the follow~pf percentages: 
phase space ""45%; A+ w"" 20%; Yi + p- "" 15%; 
Y{ 0 + pO:::: 10%; Y{- + p+:::: 10%. All resonance 
productions mentioned above, taken singly, fit 
with probabilities consistent with zero. 

An attempt to solve this problem via a maxi
mum-likelihood calculation is in progress. We 
will apply these same techniques to the final 
states R 0 +'TT-+p, R 0 +'TT-+'TT++n, KO+'TT-+p+'TTo, 
and A+ 'IT++ 'IT- as a first step in the study of 
these resonant production processes. 
(RRR, JF, DMS) 

Studies of the z- Hyperon 

Decay of the z- hyperon has been studied by 
the same techniques described for the K 72 
experiment. Results are similar for spin and 
for decay parameters. The polarization of the 
z- (along fC X S -) averaged over production 
angle is large (between 80 and 100%) and posi
tive at incident K- momenta of 2.45, 2.6, and 
2. 7 BeV/c, whereas in the lower -momentum 
studies of K 72 the z- polarization had been 
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found to increase from large negative values at 
1.2 BeV/c to large positive values at 1. 7 BeV/c. 

The spin-parity analysis by poment evaluation 
has been carried out for the z···(1530) events in 
K 63 data from the reaction K-+p-+- A+K+'TT. 
Spin 1/2 is definitely ruled out, and parity for 
J = 3/2 is positive rather than negative. Confi
dence limits are similar to those of UCLA; but 
the interference of the K':' resonance with the z':' 
tends to weaken them. (JBS, PE, DM) 

I~'(1405) Quantum Numbers 

Work is in progress to determine quantum 
numbers of the Y~'(1405), using events of the 
type K-+p-+-L:+prongs. (PE, FS, AB-G) 

K-+ p Charge -Exchange Reaction 

At present, K- path length equivalent to about 
0.6 f.lb/event has been measured at 2.45 BeV/c, 
and an equal amount is being measured at 2.63 
and 2. 70 BeV/c. The cross sections and angular 
distributions are being studied. Qualitatively, 
the angular distribution appears strongly peaked 
forward, while the backward peaking observed at 
1.22 BeV/c 7 is absent. (RDT, AB-G) 

The Reaction K-+p -+-A+f.L++f.L- or A+e++e-

About 15 000 events of the vee -plus -two-prong 
topology are available. Of these, 70% give a 
good fit with the vee as a A. Those events which 
fit as A+ f.L+ + f.l- or A+ e+ + e- will be compared 
with theoretical predictions. (AB -G, RDT) 

'.T 63 Experiment (72-Inch Chamber) 

Resonance Production in 'IT-+ p-+- 'IT++ 'IT-+ 'IT-+ p 
at 3.2 BeV/c 

Goldhaber et al. 8 recently observed an en
hancement between 1.0 and 1.4 BeVin the 3'!T 
effective mass in the reaction 

'IT++ p -+- rr+ + 'IT++ 'IT-+ p. 

Data from the 'TT 63 experiment for 'IT-+ p show 
that the enhancement consists of two peaks, the 
first at 1090 MeV, the second at 1310 MeV. A 
study of the Dalitz plot suggested the assignment 
JPG = 2+ -. Investigation of 'IT-+ p-+- K+ K+ N 
showed that this resonant state decayed into KK 
as well. With G = -1, this is possible only for 
states of even angular momentum, thus confirm
ing the JPG = 2+- assignment. The quantum 
numbers for the 1090-MeV state could not be de-

7. M. Ferro-Luzzi, F. T. Solmitz, and 
M. L. Stevenson, in Proceedings of the 1962 
International Conference on High Energy Physics 
at CERN (CERN, Geneva, 1962). 

8. G. Goldhaber, J. L. Brown, S. Goldhaber, 
J. A. Kadyk, B. C. Shen, and G. H. Trilling, 
Phys. Rev. Letters g, 336 (1964). 

termined with the present data. (SUC, OlD, 
LMH, RIH, LDJ, JK, DHM, J AS) 

Resonance Production in 'IT-+ p -+- Y +'IT+ K at 
3.2 and 4.2 BeV/c 

All the well-established resonant states are 
observed at 3.2 BeV/c. As the data accumulate, 
evidence for new boson and baryon states is 
being sought. At 4.2 BeV/c, most baryon reson
ances have decreased significantly in relative 
importance, while the K':' remains strong. 
These channels are being used to compare the 
production mechanisms for A+ K':'o, L;o+ K':'o, 
etc. (SUC, OlD, LMH, RIH, LDJ, JK, DHM, 
JAS) 

Resonance Production in 'IT-+ p -+- Y +'IT+ 'IT+ K at 
3.2 and 4.2 BeV/c 

At 3.2 BeV/c, the 2:: +'IT+ 'IT+ K final state con-
9ists almost entirely of Yg'~(1405) + K':'o, 
Yg( 1520) + K':'o, and YI(1 60) + K':'o. If statis
tics permit, production mechanisms and spin 
parities will be studied. In AmrK, we find 
Yf 0 (1385) + K':'o is produced strongly. These 
combinations of charge states immediately sug-
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gest the importance of K and K':' exchange. At 
present, insufficient data are available at 
4.2 BeV/c for analogous studies. (SUC, OlD, 
LMH, RIH, LDJ, JK, DHM, JAS) 

The Reaction rr- + p -A+ Ko 

The properties of the two-body associated
production reaction are being investigated from 
1.5 to 4.2 BeV/c. Since most of the structure 
observed at lower momenta has disappeared, the 
validity of the K';' exchange model may be inves
tigated. In particular, evidence for the Regge
pole character of the K':' is being studied. (SUC, 
OlD, LMH, RIH, LDJ, JK, DHM, JAS) 

The Reactions rr-+ p - rr-+ p and rr-+ p- p0 + n 
or p-+ p 

Both elastic and inelastic scattering are being 

studied over the momentum range 2.05 to 3.2 
BeV/c. There are two known resonances in this 
region. Evidence for structure in the angular 
distributions that might be associated with these 
resonances is being studied. At present, meas
urements have been completed at 2.05, 2.15, 
2.36, and 2.86 BeV/c. As an initial step the data 
have been compared with simple optical models. 

In addition, the p -production data are being 
studied as a means for determining the rr-rr 
scattering phase shifts. Since features which 
are momentum-independent are probably associa
ted with the rr-rr system rather than with more 
complex final- state interactions, investigation 
over a wide momentum interval is particularly 
important. (SUC, OlD, LMH, RIH, LDJ, JK, 
DHM, JAS) 

SPECIAL PROJECTS 

Search for Dirac Monopoles in Meteorites by the Use of Electromagnetic Techniques 

In the last six months, the equipment used to 
detect magnetic monopoles has been improved to 
facilitate testing larger quantities of matter with 
good reliability. The background noise of the 

current testing procedure is about equivalent to 
1/4 Dirac monopole. No monopoles have been 
detected. Table II lists the amounts and types of 
materials that have been tested. 

Table II. Total amount of material run through monopole experiment (grams). 

Aluminum 1783 
Carbon 163 
Chalk 1672 
Copper (solid) 1044 
Copper (powdered) 330 
Iron (powdered) 1576 
Lead 1476 
McMurdo rock (Antarctic) 1429 
Meteorite 23 

• 
(LW A, AJS, RGS, RDW) 

Preliminary Studies of Possible High -Altitude 
Experiments 

An exploratory examination' of possible tech
niques that might be used to investigate high
energy cosmic-ray proton interactions (greater 
than 100 BeV) has been initiated. The possibility 
of high-altitude balloon flights with triggered 

Nickel (solid) 374 
Nickel (powdered) 209 
Ocean bottom mud 397 
Steel 15 640 
Sulfur 303 
Titanium 837 
Titanium oxide 85 
Woods metal 1357 
Total 28 698 

particle detectors is presently under considera
tion. (LWA, WEH) 
Study of Magnitude of Electric Charge on Earth 

A study of charging and discharging mechan
isms with respect to the earth's electric charge 
has been initiated in collaboration with David 
Judd. (LWA, RLG) 

DATA REDUCTION 

Data-Reduction Operations 

Personnel (Alvarez Scanning and 

Measuring Group) 

For the period November 1, 1963, through 

April 30, 1964, this group maintained an av-erage 
of 66.74 full-time equivalents, beginning the 
period with 62.51 and ending the period with 
71.99 full-time equivalents. 

.. 
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Scanning 

The following is a list of the scans done during 
this period on film from the 72-inch bubble 
chambe.r: 

Experiment 

APE 

APE 

K72 

K72 

K72 

K72 

K72 

K72 

K72 

'TT 63 

'TT 63 

'TT 63 

'TT 63 

'TT 63 

'TT 63 

Scan 

Miscellaneous 

No. of rolls 

26 

Four prongs at 1.17 BeV/c 

Spiral Reader first scan for 
event type 22 at 1.45 BeV/c 

Spiral Reader first scan for 
event type 22 at 1. 53 BeV/c 

Spiral Reader first scan for 
event type 22 at 1.63 BeV/c 

Spiral Reader first scan for 
event type 22 at 1. 73 BeV/c 

Spiral Reader second scan 
for event type 22 at 1.45 
BeV/c 

Spiral Reader second scan 
for event type 22 at other 
momenta 

Random scanning for conflicts 
at all momenta for event 
types 22, 30, 32, 82, and 92 

Two-prong scan at 2.89 BeV/c 

Hyperon scan around 2. 0 
BeV/c 

Hyperon scan at 2.6 to 
3.2 BeV/c 

Hyperon scan at 3.89 BeV/c 

Hyperon scan at 4.2 BeV/c 

Four-prong scan at 3.2 BeV/c 

86 

20 

10 

11 

10 

20 

12 

19 

184 

225 

121 

186 

75 
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'TT 63 Four -prong scan at 4. 2 BeV/c 90 

K 63 First scan at 2.45 BeV/c 8 

K 63 First scan at 2.63 BeV/c 209 

K 63 First scan at 2. 7 BeV/c 146 

K 63 Second scan at 2.45 BeV/c 113 

K 63 Second scan at 2.63 BeV/c 48 

K 63 Second scan at 2.7 BeV/c 46 

Total number of rolls scanned 1665 

Measuring 

Two new SMP' s were added to our production 
measuring schedule, making a total of five; three 
out of our four Mark II Franckensteins have the 
greatest part of the measuring burden. The table 
below gives the total hours and number of events 
for each of the machines during this period. 
Only 72-inch bubble chamber film was measured. 

Measuring Hours Number of 
projector measured events 

MPIIA 556 3 017 

MPIIB 2 703 18 252 

MPIIC 2 150 13 594 

MPIID 2 476 22 240 

Spiral Reader 726 10970 

SMP 1 1608 10 214 

SMP 2 1628 14 368 

SMP 4 1647 9644 

SMP 5 5 30 

SMP 6 9 45 

13 508 102 374 

Data Reduction Development 

SMP Development 

During the past 6 months, a number of im
provements have been made in the design of the 
SMP' s to permit them to be built and repaired 
more easily. A "drum recorder" has been 
de signed, constructed, and used to magnetically 
record position information on SMP drums. 
The new recorder easily generates strong, uni
form, and accurate recordings. The recorder 
has been used to record new drums for the three 
old SMP' s. 

Two new SMP' s have been built and are now 
operating on-line to the 7040 computer along 
with our three old SMP' s. These SMP' s inc or
porate the latest design of drums with high-level 

recording. Increased optical magnification per
mits separation of track images, and a design 
error of lens position has been corrected to per
mit better image superposition for scanning 
purposes. Wider angular acceptance of the new 
periscopes corrects vignetting at the corners of 
the table. Windows over the coarse digitizers 
keep out dirt and reduce maintenance require
ments. A new mirror construction which reduces 
optical distortions has been tested and installed 
on one of our older SMP' s. 

The optical calibration program has been 
rewritten for the 7040 computer and is utilized 
after every system change that could affect the 
calibration. A new "multiplexer" has been built 
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to permit connecting the two new SMP' s to the 
7040 computer along with the three original 
SMP' s. The SMP system is described in an 
article submitted for publication. 9 

-8-

One SMP machine is being singled out for 
special development. This machine will be 
equipped with the best-quality optics, in order to 
establish what the ultimate precision of the device 
is, and which components are most critical. A 
new calibration grid has been constructed for 
use in this project. 

The primary source of future improvements 1n 
SMP operation will be programming develop
ments. Programming progress on new projects 
has been slow in the last 6 months, as a result 
of the large effort req~ired to convert programs 
that operated on the IBM 709 into IBM 7040 
programs for use on the present computer. A 
report of SMP programming is included in the 
following section (dealing with the Alvarez pro
gramming group). 

Spiral Reader Development 

The Spiral Reader was tried as a measuring 
device on CERN 80-cm bubble-chamber film. 
The requirements of the experiment, being much 
more rigid than in previous Spiral Reader ex
periments, and the poor film quality, soon 
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pointed out the weaknesses of the present equip
ment. The experiment was therefore postponed 
in favor of a simpler experiment pending suitable 
improvements. The improvements, which have 
been made, include a compensator for exposure 
of the film or "automatic gain control"; a mem
ory tester which has located many hidden, inter
mittent faults in the old memory .unit; improved 
light power supply to permit brighter illumina
tion; and a prog.rammed noise filter which con
tinuous! y "tunes" the video amplifiers for mini
mum noise. 

In addition, an automatic fiducial measuring 
system has been added to the machine and is now 
undergoing tests. It has become evident that if 
we are ever to exceed the present 30-event-per
hour limit, some form of simple computer
controlled assistance must be given the human 
operator. To this end a computer is being 
studied and may soon be tested to see how much 
assistance it can give the machine. 

PEPR (Precision Encoder and Pattern 
Recognition) Development 

The contribution toward development of the 
PEPR system has primarily been in the program
ming effort. The hardware is being developed 
at MIT. (MHA, AHR, FTS) 

PROGRAMMING EFFORT 

Personnel 

The computer programs described in this 
report were written by Robert Harvey (in charge 
of the programming group), Margaret Alston, 
Ben Abington, Jim Burkhard, Peter Berge, 
Richard Casey, Lynn Champomier, Barbara 
Cottrell, Orin Dahl, Cecil Draper, Marge 
Hutchinson, Dave Johnson, Norman Larsen, 
Max Leavitt, Alice Lee, Bart Nyman, Barrie 
Pardoe, Sam Penny, Rudy Savala, John Shafer, 
Jon Stedman, and Tom Tonisson. 

Objectives of the Programming Effort 

Computer programming tasks within the 
Alvarez Group are aimed at analysis of bubble
chamber data. Most of the principal programs 
have been described in previous semiannual 
reports. The flow of data is described here 
briefly. 

Film coordinates of significant track data are 
recorded semiautomatically by three types of 
measuring engines: the Franckenstein, the 
Scanning -Measuring Projector, and the Spiral 

9. P. G. Davey, R. I. Hulsizer, 
W. E. Humphrey, J. M. Munson, R. R. Ross, 
and A. J. Schwemin, The Scanning and Mea sur
ing Projector [UCRL-11154 (Rev), Dec. 1963], 
Rev. Sci. Instr. (to be published). 

Reader. The resulting three types of data are 
processed through programs appropriate to each 
type and emerge from PANAL in a single for
mat. PACKAGE then does spatial reconstruc
tion of tracks and kinematical fits to vertices. 
Unwanted data are rejected and information is 
compactly arranged by the WRING program for 
storage on magnetic tape. Certain quantities 
generic to event types are calculated by GENIE, 
and SUMX makes histograms, plots, and tabula
tions of the results. The task of keeping record 
of events measured and processed is performed 
by the LINGO and LYRIC programs. 

Conversion to the IBM 7044 

Conversion of programs to utilize the 7044 
and the IBSYS operating monitor has been com
pleted. The K 63, rr 63, and K 72 eeperirnents 
now run PANAL10 and PACKAGE1 on the 7044. 
K 63 and rr 63 use WRING11 and AFREET12 on 
the 7044. One shift of 7044 time is now being 
used by the group. 

10. Physics Division Semiannual Report 
UCRL-10862, 5/20/63. 

11. D. Johnson, WRING and GENIE, Alvarez 
Programming Note P-5 Revised 8/12/63. 

12. 0. Dahl and G. Kalbfleisch, rr 63 - K 63 -
SMP Data Analysis System, Alvarez Program
ming Note P-54, 5/25/63. 

• 
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Improvements have been made in the operating 
system. An update and alter feature has been 
added to the basic assembly program used for 
SMP programs. A debugging technique for 
IBMAP programs has been developed. 13 

All programs for the SMP are now converted 
from the 7 09 and are ope rational on the 7 040. 

PANAL 

PANAL has been extended to do tallies of 
events measured by different operators, and to 
allow more than one event to be measured per 
frame. A new writeup of operating instructions 
is available. 14 A program to select and merge 
PANAL format tapes, and some others, has 
been written. 15 

A new version of PANAL to be used with 
PEPR 1b is bei11:g written in FORTRAN language. 

PACKAGE 

All event -type handling routines are now con
verted to IBSYS language. A change has been 
incorporated to allow use of ionization measure
ments from the SMP.17 

WRING and GENIE 

The 7044 versions of the WRING and GENIE 
programs are fully operational. The use of 
WRING has made it possible to release several 
hundred magnetic tapes which previously had 
been stored. 

SUMX 

Additional features have been added to the sys
tern at the request of physicists using it. A de
scription of the complete system has been 
released. 18 

This system is now available on the 7094 
FORTRAN Monitor library tape. SUMX will 
now process data in the LINGO tape format. 

LINGO, LYRIC 

Additions have been made to LINGo19 so that 

13. B. Pardoe, A Debugging Scheme for 
Relocatable 7040 IBMAP Decks, Alvarez 
Programming Note P-84, 4/20/64. 

14. N. Larsen, Operating Information FAP 
PANAL Assembly #5, Alvarez Programming 
Note P-67, 11/8/63. 

15. B. Cottrell and M. Hutchinson, 7040 
SELECT, Alvarez Programming Note P-82, 
4/7/64. 

16. PEPR, Precision Encoding and Pattern 
Recognizing, under development by Erwin Pless 
and Arthur H. Rosenfeld. 

17. B. Pardoe, Ionization Estimates using 
PKG, Alvarez Programming Note P-79, 
March 19, 1964. 

18. FORTRAN Program SUMX, UCRL-11222, 
L. Champomier, May 1964. 

19. S. Penny, LINGO System, Alvarez 
Programming Note P-7, 1/4/62. 
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it can match a conflict list against a master list, 
compare a data summary tape with a master list, 
and prepare tallies from a master list. 

A FORTRAN version of the library system, 
called LYRIC, is being written. It will eventu
ally use a more compact tape format than LINGO, 
but will remain compatible with LINGO formats 
as long as there is need. 

TVGP and FIT 

Eventually TVGP10 and FIT20 will do much of 
the analysis now handled by PACKAGE. The 
programs are in FORTRAN IV language to re
main compatible with the new machines. TVGP 
reads PANAL output and fits some classes of 
tracks, using the same optical corrections as 
PACKAGE. FIT is being incorporated into a 
system for processing vertices measured at 
Berkeley. 

Spiral Reader 

Testing routines for diagnosing ills of the 
Spiral Reader have been written and are in use. 
These include programs for checking data from 
the Baldwin disk. Data from these routines may 
be plotted with the Cal-Comp plotter connected 
to the 1401. 'consideration is being given to 
using a small computer on -line to the Spiral 
Reader. A new FILTER21 program is being 
written in FORTRAN language. 

SMP 

The executive program to handle several 
SMP' s is now operational on the 7040. This 
includes display 0::1 as many as six remote 
cathode-ray tubes. Measurements of vertices 
have been improved by fitting data from several 
measured tracks. Data are prepared for use by 
the PANAL program. 22 

An extensive group of diagnostic routines for 
the SMP has been made available. These rou
tines are suitable for testing machine precision 
as well as determining reliability of the sys
tem. 23 Lens calibration tests are also avail
able. 24 

Mass Store 

The need for a large storage device to replace 
magnetic tapes has been studied. This store 
should have random-access capabilities of 1010 
to 1012 bits, and must be at least as reliable as 

20. R. Bock, GRIND Manual, CERN, Geneva, 
2/19/63. 

21. Daphne Innes, FILTER, a Topological 
Pattern-Separation Computer Program, 
UCRL-9461, Nov. 1960. 

22. R. Casey, STACK40, a 7040 Program for 
Stacking SMP Output Tapes, Alvarez Program
ming Note P-80, 3/23/64. 

23. W. Humphrey, SMP Diagnostic Test, 
Alvarez Programming Note P-83, 4/10/64. 

24. R. Casey, PT109 Program. 
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the best magnetic t~es. A request for propos
als has been made, 5 and several manufacturers 
have responded. The suggested solutions are 
being evaluated. 

The general problem of enlarging the capabil
ity of the bubble chamber data-analysis program-s 
to handle upwards of a million events per year is 
receiving considerable attention. 26 This also 

relates to the use of the IBM 360 system, espe
cially input and o tput equipment. 

Work Done for Other Groups 

A number of graph -plotting routines were 
adapted for use by the Segre and Lofgren groups. 

Programs were written for use ~ the CERN 
experiment on the Spiral Reader. 27 

BUBBLE CHAMBER OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

72-Inch Bubble Chamber Operations 

The TT 63 and K 63 experiments continued 
throughout the report period. The chamber 
operated well except for a warm-up over the 
December holidays for the purpose of cleaning 
the coat hangers. 

Donald Miller at al. obtained 311 rolls of or63 
film and Joseph J. Murray et al. obtained 549 
rolls of K 63 film. A total of 5.3 X 105 pictures 
was taken. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced with 
the velocity spectrometers during the months of 
February, March, and April, which limited pro
duction of film. 

25. M. Alston, Mass Store for LRL Berkeley, 
communication to R. Thornton and D. Judd, 
1/6/64. 

26. M. Alston and S. Penny, Tentative 
Proposals for Enlarging the Alvarez Group Data 
Processing System, Alvarez Programming Note 
P-66, Oct. 23, 1963. 

25-Inch Bubble Chamber Development 

and Operation 

The engineering test run of the chamber was 
completed in November. Several methods of 
expanding the chamber were developed and tested, 
including an oil multiplier system, driven by 
helium, which is in use at present. 

The chamber was then disassembled, cleaned, 
and set up for the Goldhaber-Trilling and 
Powell-Birge K+ and K- experiment at the 
external proton beam of the Bevatron. The ex
periment began the first week of March. At the 
end of April, some 300 000 pictures had been 
taken. 

The chamber was set up for double pulsing 
(2 pulses per Bevatron pulse), and adjustments 
were made to attain equal sensitivity in each 
pulse. 

2 7. J. Stedman, Data Merge Program, 
Alvarez Programming Note P-72, Feb. 10, 1964. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Walter H. Barkas in charge 

STRANGE -PARTICLE RESEARCH 

K+ -Meson Decay 

Douglas Greiner, W. Z. Osborne, 
Frances M. Smith, and Walter H. Barkas 

A systematic study of the large emulsion stack 
described in the last report has been .carried on. 
To date, we have found about 600 one-prong 
events meeting our selection criteria. The 
secondary must go into one of two restricted 
cones. The cones are chosen so the potential 
secondary range is ::::014 em. About 250 of these 
600 secondaries have been followed to rest or 
until they interacted in flight, were lost, or left 
the stack. Of these, 62 K 2 and 38 K· 2 second
aries have been followed fo rest, and t"Tleir 
ranges measured. The K 2 range distribution 
exhibits a definite asymmftry by virtue of an 
excess of short-range events. There is no clear 
evidence of a similar effect for the Krr 2 second
aries. 

The study of such one -prong events has been 
temporarily suspended in favor of a careful 
study of the T and T' decays. This study is a 

search for possible resonance effects in T and 
T' decay spectra. 

In T decay the energies of the pions can be 
overdetermined by angle measurements only. A 
fitting program, similar to that used for bubble 
chamber event reconstruction, is used to deter
mine the best choice of momenta for a decay. 
At present about 2 000 T events have been 
analyzed. The available data indicate a devia
tion from a linear matrix element, but the 
resonance parameters havenot yet been deter
mined. In the same area T' events are being 
recorded and their spectrum will be m2asured 
later. 

K- -Meson Processes 

Jack W. Patrick, W. Z. Osborne, 
and Walter H. Barkas 

Some work has been done during this period on 
K- -me son interaction products. A study of the 
mode of production of hyperfragments was con
cluded, and some analysis of hyperon production 
has been carried out. 

RANGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN rr+ AND rr 

Walter H. Barkas, W. Z. Osborne, William G. Simon, and Frances M. Smith 

An apparent lack of momentum balance in the 
reaction K- + p -+ 2::- + rr+ has previously led us 
to the conclusion that slow negative particles 
lose energy a·t a lower rate than positive particles 
of the same velocity. We have therefore under
taken a program to measure this difference in 
energy loss rate directly. Unfortunately it is 
not possible to obtain a beam of negative particles 
as heavy as the 2:, so we are forced to use rr 
mesons, for which the effect is expected to be 
much smaller, and in fact, so small as to be 
very difficult to measure. 

Emulsion exposures for this experiment were 
made November 1963. Positive and negative 
pions were produced in a small copper target' by 
the 184-inch cyclotron beam. The momentum. of 
the pions is determined by magnetic analysis of 
their vacuum orbits. Their range is measured 

directly in emulsion. The experiment was 
arranged to achieve a maximum of symmetry in 
the conditions experienced by positive and nega
tive particles so as to eliminate any systematic 
errors. 

Exposures were also made with Au foils in 
front of the emulsions, and with diluted emul
sions in order to examine the dependence of the 
effect on the stopping material. 

Scanning of the undiluted emulsion plates has 
been completed, but the data have not yet been 
fully reduced. Range measurements are made 
with a digitized readout microscope. The results 
of these measurements are analyzed by a 7090 
code. For each track the difference is calcula
ted between the measured range and the range 
expected for a positive particle with the meas
ured momentum. 
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SPACE RESEARCH 

Harry H. Heckman 

(in cooperation with George H. Nakano, 
Lockheed Missile and Space Company, Palo Alto, California) 

Since September 1962 we have had fifteen 
successful recoveries of emulsion detectors 
from polar -orbiting satellites. Approximately 
ten of these emulsion experiments are selected 
for analysis. They are the basis for a study 
concerning the properties of the geomagnetically 
trapped protons in the region of the South Atlan
tic anomaly during the period September 1962 to 
December 1963. Because of the low altitude of 
the satellites--i.e., 270 to 520 km--the trapped 
protons are lost principally through interaction 
with the atmosphere. 

The scanning of all emulsions from those 
satellite flights is not yet completed, but the 
analyses of the experiments up .to this time have 
resulted in the following conclusions: 

(a) The particle scale height, as determined by 
the east-west asymmetry in the proton flux, and 
the flux variation with minimum mirror-point 
altitude are explained by the properties of the 
atmosphere when proper account is taken of the 
averaging effects produced by the trapped par
ticle's drift and mirror oscillation. When an 
improved measurement of the earth's magnetic 
field becomes available, and a more accurate 

calculation of the proton trajectory around the 
earth becomes possible, particle data of this 
kind will be useful to determine average proper
ties of the atmosphere at satellite altitudes. 

(b) No change in the flux-vs-altitude profile 
for 65-MeV protons is in evidence when the pres
ent data are compared with Explorer IV (1958) 
results. 

(c) The 1962-1963 proton flux in the region of 
the South Atlantic anomaly is 4.4 times as great 
as that expected from the Explorer IV (1958) 
count-rate curves. 

(d) No evidence for significant variations in the 
proton flux was observed in the period September 
1962 through September 1963. 

(e) The shape of the proton energy spectrum 
above 58 MeV for L values less than 1.5 earth 
radii has remained constant, within the errors 
of measurement, since 1959. 

A paper based upon this work, titled "Direct 
Observations of Mirroring Protons in the South 
Atlantic Anomaly" was prepared for presentation 
to the Fifth International Space Science Symposi
um (COSPAR), May 12-16, 1964, Florence, 
Italy. 

HEAVY -ION RESEARCH 

Multiple Scattering of Heavy Ions 

William G. Simon 

Our program of measuring the multiple scat
tering of heavy ions in foils is completed and a 
report is ready for publication. These measure
ments have been of special interest because they 
involve large values of the Born parameter a.. 
The validity of Mo'liere' s theory has been ques
tioned for large a.. 1 The 1/ e widths found for 
the scattering distributions are in complete 
agreement with Moliere's theory and verify its 
accuracy to within 2% for large values of a.. 

We have also compared with Moliere's theory 
the results of all multiple scattering measure
ments (including the scattering of particles in 
emulsion) for which a. is greater than one, and 
have found no systematic discrepancies. 

Moliere's theory agrees well with experiment 
for large values of a. because it relies on a 
classical calculation to account for deviations 
from the Born approximation. Nigam, Sundar
esan, and Wu's theory, which uses a second Born 
approximation, overestimates widths by up to 60%. 

1. B. P. Nigam, M. K. Sundaresan, and 
Ta-You Wu, Phys. Rev. 115, 491 (1959). 

Charged-Particle Emission in 
Heavy-Ion Interactions 

Donald V. Reames 

Statistical-model calculations of the energy 
and angular distributions of particles evaporated 
in heavy-ion interactions are now completed. 
These calculations include the effects of the high 
angular momenta produced in these reactions 
and of multiple particle evaporation. They have 
been compared with the experimental results" 
which we reported previously, and with the 
measurements by.other authors. 

The spectra from the interaction of 167 -MeV 
o 16 with light targets (Aland Ni) are seen to be 
sensitive to the equilibrium shape of the com
pound nucleus, since rotational effects that 
depend on this shape are large for these nuclei. 
For 167-MeV o16 on Au the de-excitation of 
the compound nucleus is found to be dominated 
by neutron emission followed by fission after 
about 5 ± 1 evaporation stages. Owing to this 
increased competition from neutron emission, 
the charged-particle evaporation is sufficiently 
reduced so that the charged particles observed 
are almost entirely due to direct processes. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Kenneth M. Crowe reporting 

Material for this section had not been received at the time of publication. 
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THEORETICAL GROUP 

David L. Judd 

I. THEORY OF THE SCATTERING MATRIX 

Although much work has been devoted to the 
notion of resonance and the analytic properties 
of two-body scattering, the corresponding 
problems for the three -particle systems are 
practically untouched despite their importance. 
We have investigated the Watson equations for 
multiple scattering and proposed a symmetrical 
extraction of the total angular momentum. 1 
(Roland L. Omne s) 

These equations are being applied to the struc
ture of the w particle: taking as given the pion
pion scattering amplitude in the T = 1, J = 1 state 
(p resonance), we are trying to compute the 
mass and width of. the w. (Akbar Ahmadzadeh 
and Roland L. Omne s) 

The Watson-Fadeev equations for three
particle scattering have been extended to com
plex values of the total angular momentum. It 
has been found that while these cannot, in fact, 
be extended, their solution can be. This result 
shows the existence of Regge poles in the three
body systems. It is also shown that there is no 
effect of these Regge poles em the asymptotic 
behavior of the three -body scattering amplitude 
when one momentum transfer tends to infinity. 2 

(Roland L. Omnes and Victor Alessandrini) 

The results of the previous investigation are 
extended to the scattering of a particle on a 
bound state. It is shown that the cuts in angular 
momentum predicted by Udgaonkar and 
Gell-Mann3 are not present. It is also found 
that one can define the partial-wave amplitudes 
for the scattering of a particle on a Regge pole. 4 
(Roland L. Omne s) 

Recent work by Mandelstam has suggested 
that inclusion of nonelastic channels in the uni
tarity condition for elastic scattering leads to 
cuts in the angular momentum plane. As a con-

r:-R.·. -L.·-on;-iles-:- On the Three-Body Scattering 
Amplitude. I. Separation of Angular Momentum, 
Phys. Rev. (to appear in the June 1964 issue). 
2. R. L. Omnes, On the Three-Body Scattering 
Amplitude. II. Extension to Complex Angular 
Momentum, UCRL-11186, Dec. 1963. 
3. B. M. Udgaonkar and M. Gell-Mann, Phys. 
Rev. Letters 4, 11 {196'3). 
4. R. L. Omnes, On the Three-Body Scattering 
Amplitude. Ill. Scattering on a Bound State, 
UCRL-11219, Jan. 1964. 

sequence of.the presence of these cuts the 
essential singularity in the elastic scattering 
amplitude for spinless particles, which appears 
at £ = -1, lies on an unphysical sheet in the angu
lar momentum plane, rather than on the physical 
sheet as it does when only elastic channels are 
included. We have attempted to examine the 
manner in which cuts develop in the angular 
momentum plane by studying the three -body 
problem in potential theory. Of particular inter
est is the elastic scattering of a particle on a 
bound system. We imagine that the scattering 
process can be visualized as: Initial particle A+ 
Initial bound system B ~ three-body states S ~ 
Final particle A + Final bound system B. The 
intermediate configuration S has all particles in 
strong interaction and should, for our concrete 
potential model, be analogous to the situation 
treated by Mandelstam, provided the potentials 
are of the type that leads to the essential singu
larity. We thus hope to study the problem of 
the development of cuts in the angular momentum 
plane by using methods similar to those involved 
in our earlier work on the origin of the essential 
singularity. This work is still in progress. 
(Joseph V. Lepore and Robert J. Riddell, Jr.) 

We developed a variational principle for find
ing approximate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of the kernel of the Lippmann-Schwinger equa
tion. Regge trajectories were then easily found 
from the solution to the eigenvalue equation. We 
applied the variational principle to other simple 
potential theory calculations with good results. 
This work has been submitted to Nuovo Cimento. 
(Jon Wright and Michael Scadron) 

A relativistic treatment of the Lepore -Riddell 
approach to the origin of the accumulation point;; 
in the complex angular momentum plane is being 
investigated on the basis of a Be the -Sal peter 
equation. {Paul van der Merwe) 

A study has been made of the singularities of 
the vertex and box diagrams from the standpoint 
of the unitarity equation. (Joseph Coster) 

In connection with work on the cluster decom
position of the S-matrix, 5 a further cluster 
decomposition property, corresponding physical
ly to the possibility of successive scattering 

5. E. H. Wichmann and J. H. Crichton, Phys. 
Rev. 132, 2788 (1963). 
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events, has been investigated. Under a time
like translation of a sub set of initial and final 
particles, an appropriate factorization will 
dominate a multiparticle amplitude in the limit 
that T, the length of the four -vector character
izing the translation, becomes infinite. In fact, 
in agreement with the first cluster decompositi9.n 
property, this dominant term vanishes as T-3; 2. 
Of course, this term corresponds to the set of 
Feynman diagrams with the correct "mass
shell" intermediate state. Although the unitarity 
condition is necessarily in agreement with this 
second property, it is by no means identical with 
it. (J. H. Crichton and E. H. Wichmann) 

(Henry P. Stapp's work on S-matrix theory is 
not included in this report owing to his absence 
from the Laboratory at this time.) 

For certain nonlocal potentials, essential 
singularities of the two-body scattering ampli
tude occur at negative integer values of the 
complex angular momentum when the energy is 
large and negative, both when the particles are 
spinless6 and when they have spin one -half. The 
analysis of such singularities is being extended 
to include relativistic scattering amplitudes, and 
their locations for particles of arbitrary spins 
are under investigation. (John Hutchins) 

A study has been made to generalize Levinson's 
theorem. Not only have the virtual o.nd reso
nance states been put on the same footing as the 
bound states, but the inelastic scattering has 
also been taken into account. Applications of 
the theorem have been considered. This work 
is now almost complete. (Rudolph C. Hwa) 

In collaboration with Vigdor L. Teplitz, a 
review of the homology theory and its application 
to the analytic S-matrix theory has been made. 
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The work is described in a UCRL report. 7 
(Rudolph C. Hwa) 

The analytic structure of production ampli
tudes has been examined within the framework 
of analytic S-matrix theory, with particular 
emphasis on the structure of the physical sheet. 
The basic principle used was maximal analytici
ty, which was both discussed and exemplified. 
The knowledge of the structure of the physical 
sheet was used in deriving the discontinuity 
equations. This work is to be published in the 
Physical Review. 8 (Rudolph C. Hwa) 

We formulate the nonrelativistic scattering 
problem as an integral equation with a kernel 
that is completely continuous for all energies; 
previous formulations have used kernels that are 
unbounded for real positive energy. We then are 
able to give a rigorous justification for the 
Fredholm method, for the quasi-particle method, 
and- -with weak enough interactions- -for the 
Born expansion. We also give an explicit lower 
bound for the radius of convergence of the Born 
series and of the Born series modified by the 
introduction of quasi particles. We furthermore 
show that all these expansions converge uniform
ly in the physical region of en.ergy and momen
tum transfer. 9 (Michael Scadron, Steven Weinberg, 
and Jon Wright) 

It is usually assumed that the decay of unstable 
particles must follow an exponential decay law, 
P(t) = exp (-it/h). A theory of particle decays, 
based on the S matrix, has been developed in 
collaboration with M. L. Goldberger. It is 
found that the exponential law is not required by 
presently understood principles, but that a dis
crete set of decay laws, including the exponen
tial, is possible. (Kenneth M. Watson) 

I 

II. PARTICLE PHYSICS 

In collaboration with Vigdor Teplitz, the boot
strap equations based on a Reggeized strip 
approximation have been further studied and 
refined. It was realized that both the tractabili
ty and the reliability of the equations could be 
increased by normalizing the long -range part of 
of the potential at zero energy, where the ordi
nary partial-wave expansion is strongly conver
gent and possesses simple properties of positive 
(or negative) definiteness. The normalization 
eliminates from the bootstrap calculation the 
need for accurate treatment of secondary trajec
tories that fail to reach J = 0: Geoffrey F. Chew 
and Vigdor L. Teplitz, A More Accurate Treat
ment of the Low -Energy Potential in the Strip 
Approximation, (UCRL-11370, April 1964), 
submitted to Phys. Rev. (Geoffrey F. Chew) 

6. J. V. Lepore and R. J. Riddell, Jr .. Phys. 
Rev. Letters 10, 550 (1963). 

A study of Regge poles in fermion channels 
has continued. The main emphasis in recent 
months has been formulation of a scheme for 
bootstrapping fermion Regge poles in two-body 
channels. Some complications due to spins of 
external particles and kinematics remain, but 
preliminary results indicate that a scheme very 
similar to that of Chew and Jones for pion-pion 
scattering will be possible. (John Stack) 

7. Rudolph C. H~a and Vigdor L. Teplitz, 
Notes on Homology and its Application to Analytic 
S-Matrix Theory, UCRL-11346, March 1964. 
8. Rudolph C. Hwa, On the Analytic Structure 
of Production Amplitudes, Phys. Rev. (to be 
published). 
9. M. Scadron, S. Weinberg, and J. Wright, 
Functional Analysis and Scattering Theory 
(submitted to Phys. Rev.). 
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Under the superv1s10n of Professor Geoffrey 
F. Chew, a study is being made of the change in 
binding energy of the 3-3 resonance due to the 
presence of the KL: channel in addition to the 
-rrN channel. The multichannel N/D method is 
being used in the static approximation, with the 
left -hand cut replaced by interaction poles. 
(Shu-yuan Chu) 

The question of non-Regge terms in scattering 
amplitudes calculated by Lagrangian field theory 
has been investigated. Gell-Mann et al. had 
shown that such terms cancelled in the nucleon 
channel of the vector spinor theory and in lowest
order perturbation theory. 10 We have given a 
general perturbation-independent argument for 
the cancellation. We have also investigated 
whether the cancellation occurs in the vector
meson channel of the same theory, and have 
found that it does not. It is therefore still pos
sible to use the absence of non-Regge terms as 
a criterion for a "bootstrap" theory. 
(Stanley Mandelstam) 

The calculation of the two-pion exchange 
effects in the scattering of photons on nucleons 
is now almost complete. The pion-pion s wave, 
isotopic spin-zero phase shift, which serves as 
an input parameter, has been varied over a con
siderable range. Its effect on the '1-P differen
tial cross section is being studied. Preliminary 
results indicate that two-pion effects cannot ex
plain the discrepancy between theory and experi
ment in the region of 150 to 300 MeV laboratory 
kinetic energy. It has been further argued that 
the presence of the 11 me son does not remove 
this discrepancy. It is at present felt that the 
discrepancy, if it is real, is extremely puzzling-, 
and does not seem to be explicable in terms of 
the dispersion-theoretic model used. It is sug
gested that the experimental data in the region 
concerned should be very carefully restudied. 
(Elliot Leader) 

A general, rigorous, and extremely simple 
method of analyzing nucleon-nucleon and nucleon
antinucleon total cross sections was presented. 
The method is valid for all energies and provides 
a simple link between the experimental quantities 
of fundamental physical interest. It is particu·
larly appropriate in the high-energy region; as 
an example, it was applied to the Regge model. 
A basic ingredient is the experimental knowledge 
of a or equivalently a . Consequently, the 
mea~fhement of this exp~Hlimental quantity is 
encouraged. This work is to be published in the 
Physical Review. 11 (Akbar Ahmadzadeh and 
Elliot Leader) 

It was shown that the existing high-energy data 
for the np charge-exchange differential cross 

10. M. Gell-Mann, M. L. Goldberger, 
F. E. Low, E. Marx, and F. Zachariasen, 
Phys. Rev. 133, B145 (1964). 
11. A. Ahmadzadeh and E. Leader, Phys. Rev. 
134 ( 1964) (to be published). 
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section in the forward direction and the differ
ence between np and pp total cross sections can 
be simultaneously explained in terms of two 
Regge trajectories. The two trajectories are 
the p and the R (using the notation of Pignotti). 
The R has parity and G parity opposite to. p but 
the same isospirr. These two sets of quantum 
numbers in the crossed channel are the only pos
sible ones with nonvanishing contributions to the 
processes in question. The conjecture of real 
analyticity of the generalized coupling constants 
together with the existing data require the exist
ence of an R trajectory. In fitting the experi
mental data one finds that the approximate values 
of the p and the R intercepts are 0.6 and 0. 3 
respectively. The work is to be published in the 
Physical Review. 12 

The pion-pion "Reggeistic" strip-approximation 
equations of Chew and of Chew and Jones 13 are 
being programmed. The program is in two parts: 

(a) Computation of the Born term Bf(s) for 
real (integral and non-integral)£. The input 
consists of trajectories and residue functions 
for negative t. 

(b) Solution of the N/D equations. The equation 
for N is transformed by a Wiener-Hop£ resol
vent kernel to a Fredholm equation, the solution 
of which is transformed back to yield N ,D and 
poles, whose residues are then found. The latter 
quantities may be compared with the input to (a). 
It is not yet clear whether the time for this pro
cedure may be reduced to the point where it is 
possible to ask the computer to search for self
consistent solutions. (Vigdor L. Teplitz) 

The generalization to SU(3) of the SU(2) model 
for the w meson of Chew, in which the w is con
sidered as consisting of three pions, each pair 
of which is simultaneously resonating, has been 
shown to predict that the lowest-lying state of 
three pseudoscalar mesons should be an SU(3) 
singlet. The w, therefore, does not fit conveni
ently into a two -octet model. This work appear
ed in Physics Letters 9, 273 (1964). 
(Vigdor L. Teplitz and-Alberto Pignotti) 

An investigation is being made of the d 3; 2 
meson-baryon resonances in the unitary sym
metry limit. It appears that the dominant forces 
arise from non pole terms. Such contributions 
are treated from the point of view of the Mandel
stam spectral representation. 
(Paul van der Merwe) 

The neutral scalar meson obeys a renormaliz
able field theory, and thus is a promising candi
date for a "self-bootstrapping" particle, if the 
currently disputed hypothesis that there is only 
one solution of the strong -interaction problem 
consistent with analyticity and unitarity, and 

12. A. Ahmadzadeh, Phys. Rev. 134, (1964) 
(to be published). --
13. Geoffrey F. Chew and C. Edward Jones, 
A New Form of Strip Approximation, 
UCRL-10992, Aug. 1963. 

... 
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corresponding to the observed spectrum of par
ticles, should prove incorrect. However, it has 
been shown that a self-consistent solution cannot 
be obtained, there being an excessive force from 
the channels connected to the direct channel by 
crossing symmetry. This is taken to be an indi
cation of the need for higher symmetries. The 
results will be issued as P. D. B. Collins, Can 
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a Scalar Meson "Bootstrap" Itself? (UCRL-11643, 
May 1964), and submitted to Phys. Rev. 
(P. D. B. Collins, Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research Fellow) 

Calculations of high-energy elementary-particle 
reactions, based on the statistical model, are 
continuing. (Graham Campbell) 

Ill. PHYSICS OF THE NUCLEUS 

Results of studies in the liquid-drop theory of 
nuclear fission have been reported.14 Standard 
static, dynamical, and statistical methods were 
applied to the Hamiltonian for an idealized 
fissioning nucleus: fission fragments were repre
sented as charged liquid drops constrained to 
spheroidal deformations. Probability distribu
tions for certain observable characteristics of 
fission fragments at infinity--their kinetic ener
gies, excitations, and angular momenta--were 
calculated and compared with existing experi
mental data for the fission of elements lighter 
than radium. Satisfactory quantitative agree
ment between theory and experiment was obtain
ed without the introduction of adjustable param
eters. (James Rayford Nix) 

A preliminary investigation of the dynamics of 
nuclear fission was begun for a recently proposed 
parametrization of nuclear shapes (two spheroids 
supplemented by a conicoid of revolution). The 
calculation of the frequencies of normal-mode 
oscillations at the saddle point is among the ap
plications contemplated. (James Rayford Nix 
and Wladyslaw J. Swiatecki) 

The constants governing the liquid drop part of 
a newly developed semiempirical nuclear mass 
formula have been determined. A best fit was 
made not only to the 952 exper:mentally observed 
nuclear masses, but also to the recently deter
mined fission barrier of Tl2° 1. 1 5 For this pur
pose a number of computer programs have been 
written, which also provide machine-plotted 
graphs of certain parts of the formula for visual 

comparison. The adjustable parameters con
tained in the part of the formula concerned with 
shell effects will be determined next, and a re
port prepared covering this work. 
(William D. Myers) 

The work on the measurement and interpreta
tion of the fission barrier of Tl201 has been 
accepted for publication in the Physical Review. 
[D. Burnett, R. C. Gatti, F. Plasil, 
S. G. Thompson (Chemistry), P. B. Price 
(General Electric), and W. J. Swiatecki] 

A simple interpretation has been found for the 
recent measurements of rotational spectra of 
rare-earth nuclei with spins up to 18. The ener
gy spacing in these spectra provide evidence for 
a centrifugal stretching of the rotating nucleus, 
and a very accurate quantitative interpretation 
is found to be possible if the restoring force, 
opposing the stretching, is assumed to be of the 
form suggested by a recent theory of nuclear 
masses and deformations. The work is being 
submitted to Physical Review Letters. 
[R. M. Diamond, F. S. Stephens (Chemistry), 
and W. J. Swiatecki] 

A simple prescription for estimating the in
elastic contamination present in elastic nucleon
nucleus polarization measurements has been 
discussed. It is hoped that the extensive phase
shift work on the nucleon-nucleon scattering 
data now in progress at Livermore may be in
corporated to make the results more definite. 
(Bandel Bezzerides) 

IV. MANY -BODY PROBLEMS 

The proof of the quantum-mechanical irreduci
ble cluster expansion of the equation of state has 
been completed in rough draft form for eventual 

14. James Rayford Nix, Studies in the Liquid
Drop Theory of Nuclear Fission (Ph. D. Thesis), 
UCRL-11338, April 1, 1964. 
15. Donald S. Burnett, Raymond C. Gatti, 
Franz Plasil, P. Buford Price, Wladyslaw J. 
Swiatecki, and Stanley G. Thompson, Fission 
Barrier of Thallium-201, UCRL-11079, Nov. 
1963. 

submission to the Physical Review. 
(Sidney Putnam) 

Work has been completed on the nonlinear and 
nonlocal effects in the Kaufman-Watson theory of 
the electrical polarization of a gas of neutral 
molecules. 16 This work is being prepared for 
p;resentation as a thesis. (Louis T. Klauder, Jr.) 

An investigation has been made of the proper-

16. Allan N. Kaufman and Kenneth M. Watson, 
Phys. Fluids _i, 655, 931 (1961). 
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ties of an interacting Bose gas near the transi
tion, using the model in which the many-body t 
matrix is approximated by the two-body t matrix, 
neglecting statistics and ignoring any bound 
states. Work is now in progress to incorporate 
the statistics and its effect on a virtual bound 
state. (Victor K. Wong) 

A many-body calculation of the low-temperature 
properties of liquid helium-3 is being performed, 
using the Laboratory's IBM 7094 computer. The 
primary results of the calculation will be the 
low -temperature equilibrium properties of this 
liquid. The computer program for performing 
this calculation is in the final stages of debugging, 
and the results should soon be available. This 
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problem was suggested by Dr. Andrew M. Sessler, 
and his advice has been helpful in the develop
ment of its solution. (Donald E. Beck) 

We calculate the forward scattering amplitude 
of the fermions in a He3 medium with realistic 
potentials. An effective mass approximation is 
used and corrections due to the statistical factor 
in the medium are estimated. The results are 
very sensitive to changes in the potential. It is 
also found that the scattering amplitude is strong
ly density-dependent. (C. C. Sung) 

A variational calculation for the intermediate 
energy range of rearrangement collisions is 
being carried out. (James Quong) 

V. PLASMA PHYSICS 

Finite gyro-radius corrections to the hydro
magnetic equations describing a Vlasov plasma 
in a strong magnetic field, previously derived 
from an expansion of the velocity distribution, 
have been rederived by making an expansion of 
the exact moment equations. This procedure is 
considerably simpler, and gives results in a 
form convenient for iteration to higher order. 
The effects of transport along the magnetic field 
have been included. (Alan Macmahon) 

A preliminary investigation is being made of 
the calculation of the electrical conductivity of a 
degenerate electron gas in the high-frequency 
limit. (Harvey Gould) 

The behavior of a transverse electromagnetic 
wave propagating in the direction of a uniform 
magnetic field in a fully ionized plasma is 
examined. Linearized kinetic equations with 
collision terms of the Krook-Bhatnager-Gross · 
type, extended by Liboff to include interspecies 
collisional effects, are used in the solution of a 
spatial boundary-value problem. The region of 
ion cyclotron resonance is closely investigated, 
and the transition of the dispersion relation from 
the low -temperature, collision -dominated re
gime to the high-temperature regime is observed. 
It is found that moments of the equations are 
adequate in the collision-dominated regime, but 
the kinetic equation for the ions must be used at 

higher temperatures. At these higher tempera
tures a complete solution of the problem requires 
numerical work near the source plane. Far 
from the source, explicit solutions for the fields 
can be written. (David L. Sachs) 

Dupree's method17 of kinetic theory .of a 
plasma is being extended to the case of a Vlasov 
unstable plasma. This involves recalculating 
propagators to include nonlinear (collisional) 
effects. The work will take some time to finish. 
(John C. Price) 

The calculations of the elastic scattering con
tributions to the generalized second virial 
coefficient of a plasma have been completed, and 
are now being prepared to complete a thesis pro
gram. (Sidney Putnam) 

Plasma equilibria with finite pressure have 
been studied by the moment equations and by the 
equations for adiabatic particle motion. It has 
been found that at finite pressure the components 
of the pressure tensor may be chosen as functions 
of the magnitude B of the magnetic field. Previ
ously the exist~nce of such equilibria had been 
demonstrated11:i only at low plasma pressure. By 
the adiabatic particle motion approach more gen
eral finite pressure equilibria have been studied 
and those for which the pressure is a function of 
B recognized as special cases. 
(Theodore G. Northrop and Kenneth J. Whiteman 19) 

VI. WEAK INTERACTIONS 

The study of angular correlations in the 

K+ - Tl' + + Tr- + e + + v 

decay, described by one of us (N. Cabibbo) in the 
preceding semiannual report, has been completed. 
The vector current of the strongly interacting 
particles has been explicitly taken into account, 
and estimates have been obtained of two of the 

three form factors that appear in the matrix ele
ment. (Nicola Cabibbo and Alex Maksymowicz) 

17. Thomas H. Dupree, Phys. Fluids 6, No. 12, 
1714, December 1963. -
18. J. B. Taylor, Phys. Fluids 6, 1529 (1963). 
19. Visitor from United Kingdom-A. E. A. 
Culham Laboratory. 
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A discussion of the relevance of a measure
ment of the muon polarization in the case of 
completely specified kinematics for the deter
mination of the form factors in the decay 
K+ _,. rr 0 + fl.++ v has been published. 20 When the 
kinematics are fully specified the muon is com
pletely polarized along some direction. It was 
shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
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between this direction of the muon polarization 
vector and the form factor ~(q2) in the matrix 
element for this decay: 

where q2= (Pk-Prr) 2 . 
Alex Maksymowicz) 

(Nicola Cabibbo and 

VII. ACCELERATOR DESIGN STUDY 

A portion of the activity of the Theoretical 
Physics Division has been devoted to theoretical 
and programming support of the Accelerator 
Planning Group, which is studying the design .of 
a 200-BeV alternating-gradient proton synchro
tron. This work has included the following: 

Development of two-dimensional magnet pro
grams, now coming into operation, for the analy
sis of main-ring magnet designs in which account 
is taken of the spatial distribution of the excita
tion current and of the field-dependent permea
bility of the iron. 

Use of linear (matrix) computations to study 
the closed-orbit configuration and betatron
oscillation characteristics for proposed arrange
ments of magnet blocks and straight sections. 

Development and use of computational pro
grams to study the dynamical response of par
ticles to the accelerating radio-frequency fields 
(synchrotron motion). 

Collaboration in the analysis of survey methods, 
including the propagation of the individual sur
veying errors and their effect on the location of 

the closed orbit within the vacuum chamber. 

Estimation of the intensity limitations that may 
be expected to arise, for given values of the 
aperture and other relevant parameters, from 
collective interactions. 

Continued investigation of the long straight 
sections described in the preceding semiannual 
report. The inclusion of bending magnets 
constitutes a modification now under investiga
tion. 

Continued investigation of the slow extraction 
process with the aim of exhibiting a reasonably 
optimized and feasible set of parameters appro
priate to the accelerator under study. 

These contributions to the Accelerator Study 
have been included in special monthly reports 
submitted to the AEC Division of Research 
(LRL Internal Reports MR-1, et seq.), and a 
comprehensive summary of the accelerator de
sign program may be found in the section on 
Accelerator Operation and Development of this 
semiannual report. 
(Lloyd Smith, L. Jackson Laslett, Alper Garren, 
Phil Morton, and Andrew M. Sessler) 

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS 

Accurate phase shifts have been calculated for 
elastic scattering of the p-wave electron-hydrogen 
and s-and p-wave positron-hydrogen systems 
at subexcitation energies, by use of the Kahn 
variational principle. These calculations have 
been carried out under the direction of Professor 
Charles L. Schwartz, and will appear in a Ph. D. 
thesis entitled "The Variational Method in 
Electron-Hydrogen Scattering." 
(Robert L. Armstead) 

The shifts caused by nuclear interaction in the 
energy levels of a pion bound by the Coulomb 
field of the nucleus have been calculated for 
various models of the nuclear potential by match
ing logarithmic derivatives of the pion radial 
wave function at the nuclear surface. The loga-

20. Nicola Cabibbo and A. Maksymowicz, 
Determination of Form Factors in KfJ-

3 
Decays, 

Phys. Letters 9, 352 (1964). 

'rithmic derivative of the exterior wave function 
is strongly dependent on the small energy shift 
away from the levels of a pure Coulomb field. 
That of the interior wave function depends main
ly on the parameters of the nuclear well. For 
nuclear potentials of realistic strength, the level 
shifts calculated by this direct method differ 
appreciably from the results of standard first
order perturbation theory. The work is motivat
ed by recent accurate measurements of the 
3D- 2P x-ray line in rr-mesic aluminum atoms. 
(Robert Karplus and Tom Mottershead) 

An attempt is under way to calculate the three
body wave functions relevant to fJ. capture in the 
fl.-molecular hydrogen ion. (Tom Mottershead) 

A variational technique is being developed for 
determining the cross section for scattering of 
electrons from open-shell atoms. A FORTRAN IV 
code has been written and debugged that will 
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make Kohn variational calculations of phase 
shifts for scattering by nonlocal potentials for 
scattering energies below 100 eV, and L;::; 10. 
With this program calculations have been made 
for electron scattering from neon, using a non
local potential that results from application of 
Mittleman and Watson's many-particle scattering 
theory. 21 (Herschel Snodgrass) 

At the suggestion of Professor Luis Alvarez, 
the theory of the Stormer cutoff of cosmic ray 
particles in the earth's dipole magnetic field 
was extended to include the influence of an 
assumed radial electric field which would be 
present if the earth should carry a net electric 
charge. An approximate analytic result for the 
generalized cutoff criterion was obtained. For 
relatively large north or south geomagnetic 
latitudes and for electric potentials of modest 
size relative to equatorial magnetic cutoff ener-

21. M. Mittleman and K. M. Watson, Phys. 
Rev. 113, 198 (1959). 
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gies, the presence of the electric field has only 
a small effect on the Stormer criterion for ze
nith arrival, provided of course that penetration 
to the radius in question is energetically possible. 

Additional study was devoted to estimating 
whether distortion of the earth's magnetosphere 
by the solar wind would prevent rapid discharge 
of a terrestrial potential by particle flow along 
nearly radial magnetic field lines near the poles. 
Numerical calculations made by R. Golden 
(Alvarez Physics Group) seem to indicate that 
this trapping mechanism is not adequate to allow 
the accumulation of a potential as large as had 
been hoped. 

This work was motivated by an attempt to un
derstand some satellite observations22 of very 
low energy extraterrestrial protons at anomalous
ly low geomagnetic latitudes. (David L. Judd) 

22. C. Y. Fan, J. A. Simpson, and Edward C. 
Stone, Phys. Rev. Letters g, 269 (1964). 

MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTING 
SERVICES GROUP 

James A. Baker 

During the period of this report, members of 
the Mathematics and Computing Services Group 
performed the following tasks for the Laboratory 
research groups. 

Physics 

Accelerator Design 

1. AGS Field Design 

The problem of determining and evaluating 
field properties of various magnet configurations 
(geometric and electrical) has been the subject 
of three computer codes. These codes differ in 
mesh construction for the field region, as well 
as in generality, speed, and accuracy. 

The first of these codes, SIBYL, which was 
written l:>y R. L. Christian,':' has been brought 
to operable status. It uses a uniform rectangu
lar mesh and on test runs with CERN magnet 
configurations has produced substantial agree
ment with measured data. Recent modifications 
of the code provide for multiple coils and remove 
some geometric restrictions. 

A second code, TRIM, provides an independ~ 
ent and more general approach, needed for mag
nets that cannot be treated by SIBYL. The code 
involves modification of a program in Use at 

':'Present address: Midwestern Universities 
Research Associates (MURA), Stoughton, 
Wisconsin. 

UCLRL Livermore for the solution of diffusion 
problems, the differential equation satisfied by 
the vector potential being the same as that occur
ring in steady-state heat flow. The modification 
was made in cooperation with Alan Winslow 
(Livermore). This program, which is now run
ning satisfactorily, uses a distorted triangular 
mesh and has no restrictions on configurations 
or multiplicity of materials. In test runs on the 
CERN magnet configuration, accuracy of about 
0. 7% has been obtained at several values of cur
rent. The code is giving reasonable results for 
modified conformal magnets now being consid
ered. The principal drawback at present seems to 
be that there may not be a sufficient number of 
zones available for certain types of problems. 

The third code, TINKERTOY, using a nonuni
form rectangular mesh, is nearing completion. 
It is believed that this code will possess most of 
the generality of TRIM, but will be faster be
cause of the simpler computation for rectangular 
zones and more precise because more zones can 
be used. 

Work continued on studying the convergence of 
iterative procedures for solving a quasi-linear 
elliptic partial differential equation arising in 
the magnet design of the proposed alternating
gradient synchrotron. (Fred Andrews, 
Suzanne Clark, Paul Concus, Joe Dorst, and 
John Colonias for Andrew Sessler and 
Charles Dols) 
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2. AGS Linac Design 

The code NIRNS (Rutherford Laboratory), 1 as 
revised here, has been used for determination 
of frequency, shunt impedance, and other prop
erties of drift-tube cell geometries. 

Consideration has been given to modifying the 
code, MESSYMESH (MURA), which treats the 
same problem, in order to determine drift-tube 
cell geometries having harmonic resonance. 
(Jonathan Young and Penelope Collom for 
Alper Garren) 

The code LINAC -LENGTH was written to 
determine successive lengths and numbers of 
drift-tube cells for consecutive tanks in a linear 
accelerator. (Penelope Collom for Alper Garren) 

3. AGS Orbit Studies 

The code LA1 calculates, for various energy 
levels, the values of four control parameters 
that guarantee a constant time lapse at a given 
point between the arrival of the lead particle and 
the midparticle of a cluster. ·(Edwin Towster 
for David Large) 

The code CIRCUS, based on a CERN program 
for rf studies, has been written in FORTRAN IV 
and expanded to meet local needs. The program 
traces the energy and relative phase of a particle, 
injected at a given initial energy, as it circulates 
the accelerator. Account is taken of the rf gaps 
and foils encountered by the particle. The func
tions representing the behavior of the particle as 
it traverses an angle or crosses a gap can be 
changed readily in accordance with the physical 
process. This change is made by means of 
appropriate subroutines, and several of these 
h<J,ve been written. (Barbara Levine for 
L. Jackson Laslett) 

The code NEWAGS is concerned with the equa
tions of motion in an Orlov-type accelerator. 
Particular interest is in the coupling between 
radial and vertical motion. Because of the 
iterative nature of the transcendental equations 
and the large amount of computation required for 
the exact equations, various algebraic expan
sions were used to approximate the functions 
involved. (Laurence Tribe for Barbara Levine 
for Andrew Sessler) 

The code SYNCH was written to investigate 
transverse orbit motion in synchrotrons with 
respect to betatron functions, momentum com
paction, and effects on closed orbits of magnet 
misalignments. The investigation was directed 
toward the adjustment of design parameters to 
produce a specified phase advance. 
(James Eusebio for Alper Garren) 

Three codes- -ALTC, DCSS, and DLSS- -have 
been incorporated in the code SYNCH but are 

1. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 65. 
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available for independent use. ALTC defines a 
cell with specified jJ. value. All but one of the 
input parameters are held fixed while the one is 
adjusted to yield a cell matrix with the desired 
value of j.J.. 

DCSS and DLSS calculate the parameters and 
transfer matrices for a Collins straight section 
and long straight section, respectively. 

The code APER T performs aperture calcula
tions, computing vertical and horizontal displace
ments at injection, transition, and full energy. 
(Ardith Kenney for Alper Garren) 

The code YALEDT (Yale), 2 which computes 
orbits through a sequence of drift-tube cells, 
was rewritten in FORTRAN IV and now provides 
additional output information of local interest. 
(Jonathan Young for Alper Garren) 

Another Yale code, YALEIRIS, was similarly 
rewritten. (Penelope Collom for Alper Garren) 

The code RANMAG explores the effect of ran
dom magnet misalignments on the orbits of 
particles with a spread of initial positions and 
momenta. (Jonathan Young for Phil Morton) 

4. AGS Special Projects 

The code STELLA performs an error analysis 
on the coordinates of points, these coordinates 
having been obtained by taking measurements 
between chosen pairs. The error of each posi
tion is induced by measurement errors for a 
particular system. The intent is to find a rea
sonable surveying system that will minimize 
positioning errors. The problem relates to 
positioning magnets in the AGS. (Edwin Towster 
for James Braley) 

5. AGS Utility Programs 

A code RANGEN was written to generate ran
dom numbers from a Gaussian distribution by a 
numerical process suggested by Carl Quong. 
(Jonathan Young for Andrew Sessler) 

A code WHATNOT applies Newton's method to 
finding roots of a specified function. 
(Penelope Collom for Phil Morton) 

A code BNEW was written to compute radio
frequency power curves corresponding to speci
fied functional representations of magnetic guide 
fields, with the purpose of optimizing the former. 
(Penelope Collom for David Large) 

A code TRICAL computes kinematic (rigidity) 
parameters for use in accelerator design studies. 
(Ardith Kenney for Frank Selph) 

6. 88 -Inch Cyclotron 

The code LESCO was written to compute field 

2. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 65. 
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values on the 88 -inch cyclotron for any specified 
main coil current by use of least-squares-fit 
coefficients obtained from measured data. 

The code C YDOR consists partly of new coding 
and partly of revisions and combinations of exist
ing cyclotron codes. Given the main and trim 
coil currents used in a cyclotron run, it com
putes main and trim coil current effects, the 
average (over azimuth) field, synchronous error 
fields, phase, flutter, and oscillation frequen
cies. (Ardith Kenney for Frank Selph) 

7. Beta Spectrometer 

The second stage of the feasibility study for a 
new iron-free f3-ray spectrometer is nearing 
completion. Present results indicate that by 
using azimuthally varying fields a spectrometer 
with a dispersion much higher than other iron
free spectrometers can be designed. The code 
BARS has been written and used to improve 
iterative processes for minimizing the aberra
tions while increasing transmission. 
(Herman Owens for Andrew Sessler) 

8. Magnet Testing 

Modifications were made to CER T FY3 and its 
associated programs. These modifications were 
necessary owing to changes in the format of 
data recorded by the "Rapid Mapper. "4 

HARQUAD, a program analogous to CERTFY, 
was written for processing of quadrupole mag
netic field measurements taken by the "rapid 
mapper." HARQUAD does the initial analysis, 
including error correction, of the magnetic field 
measurements. 

9. Miscellaneous Accelerator Design Studies 

A small integration problem called IBINTG 
was written to calculate the neutron dosage from 
the AGS machine. Several different versions 
were written. (Anthony Schaeffer for 
Ralph Thomas) 

A program called HEPS, which was originally 
written for Giuseppe Cocconi during the High 
Energy Physics Study in 1962, obtains the proba
bility density functions for moments of particle 
fluxes from proton synchrotrons of energies 10 
to 1000 BeV. The program was modified to 
change probability intervals for angular and 
momenta magnitude. In addition, the CAL
COMP plot routines were used to give a plot of 
the output. (David Leppaluoto and Donald 
Zurlinden for Denis Keefe) 

5. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 45. 
4. Peter Watson, Brief Description of Opera
tions and Performance Specifications of LRL 
Rapid Magnet Field Mapping Systems, Engineer
ing Note MT 164, August 8, 1963. 
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Crowe Group 

Final rev1s1orts were made to the program 
MUDECA Y. 5 MUDECA Y attempts to reproduce 
an experimental muon decay spectrum by folding 
a basic theoretical spectrum with distributions 
representing bremsstrahlung and ionization losses 
and the effect of the spectrometer resolution. 
(Marjory Simmons for Philip Beilin) 

A program LABDIST was written to compute 
various momentum distributions in the labora
tory system, on the assumption of a three -body 
interaction. The first distribution calculated is 
the phase space as a function of laboratory 
momentum, both normalized and unnormalized. 
Next a factor is calculated to include the effect 
of final- state interactions. Then a distribution 
of the phase space as a function of the time of 
flight is calculated. Finally, a resolution func
tion (triangular, rectangular, trapezoidal, or 
Gaussian) can be folded into the calculated 
distribution. (Jerry Borges for M. Tin Maung) 

Moyer Group 

The programs FOURIN, POSPI, PISIFT, and 
NEGPI were revised and run. The programs 
are sifting, control, and histogram routines for 
data from the 4-inch bubble chamber. (Marilyn 
Mahan for William Swanson and Robert Kenney) 

Trilling -Goldhaber Group 

Continued revision has been made to the 
bubble-chamber data processing programs 
PACKAGE, 6 PANAL, 7 EPC, and EXAMIN. 8 
Adaptations of PACKAGE and PANAL were 
completed on three experiments: the 72-inch 
chamber experiment 63, the 20-inch chamber 
experiment 23, and the 25-inch chamber experi
ment 03. Six event-type subroutines were added 
for experirnent 23. For experiment 03, seven 
event-type subroutines were written. The beam 
error criterion subroutines for experiments 23, 
03, ·and 63 were developed by modifying the 
corresponding subroutines from experiment 65. 
The following subroutines were written: MATCH, 
a complicated table-look subroutine; DCATB, a 
track decay-point subroutine; TRANP, a trans
verse momentum calculation; and DECA YL, a 
decay-length calculation subroutine. The KSET 
subroutine was written for the constant setup, 
magnetic field setup, and varying beam in experi
ment 23. For the new 25-inch chamber and 

5. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 68. 
.6. For a detailed description of PACKAGE, see 
Physics Division Semiannual Report, UCRL-
10572, Nov. 1962, pp. 52 and 53. 
7. For a detailed de scription of Alvarez Group 
IBM 7090 Program PANAL, see UCID-1650, 
Nov. 1961. 
8. For a detailed description of the EXAMIN 
system, see Alvarez Physics Note No. 271, 
Revised, December 1, 1961. 

• 
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experiment 03, subroutines 25FELD (a magnetic 
field calculation) and SET25 were written. 
Event-type support subroutines were written, 
such as: REPACK, which allows logical compu
ter selection of event types; REDO, which allows 
easy redoing of event types; and VEE, for un
defined pion vertexes. 

Modifications were made to machine -language 
programs for old experiments 45 and 65. These 
include changing the final-state strangeness, 
skipping neutral tracks, and Z -particle search
ing through experiment 45 data. A special eight
particle event-type 31 was written for experi
ment 65 by use of the subroutine PINATB, which 
calculates mass and energy for the extra eighth 
track. 

The programs MASSICUR (experiment 63), 
K23BEAM, and K03BEAM were written to pro
duce graphs used to determine constants such as 
beam average and track-error criteria, and to 
check overall errors for the measured tracks 
and changes in the beam track during an experi
ment run. These programs all have the capabili
ty of sorting, filtering, and producing hi sto
grams. The subroutines WHICTO and FLSORT 
and the filter subroutines KEITH, BITTST, and 
BITSET were updated. A loop was added to 
these programs to handle individual tracks and 
to use disk capabilities. 

FORTRAN AND FAP support subroutines were 
added to the EPC program. These include: 
FILTER, 9 to allow selection of events and marks 
to be printed; FRALL, a label look-up to deter
mine film roll number; and MMTR, to indicate 
masses used in missing mass fits. 
(James Miller) 

The magnetic field of the 25 -inch bubble cham
ber was fitted by means of least squares; This 
fitting was done for incorporation in PACKAGE. 

Conversion of the EXAMIN system to 
FORTRAN IV for the 7044 was completed. This 
conversion includes all EXAMIN-type programs 
currently being run. (Bert Albrecht) 

A subroutine PLOTHS was written to display 
specific distributions of events from the bubble 
chamber in histogram form on the CAL-COMP 
plotter. A subroutine YGRAPH was coded to 
display specific distributions of events from the 
bubble chamber in scatterplot form on the CAL
COMP plotter. These routines are available in 
both FORTRAN II and FORTRAN IV. 
(Noel Brown) 

The program VIEW was written for the 7094 to 
plot via the CAL-COMP plotter a view with 
perspective of three-dimensional objects. 
(Les-lie Wilson) 

9. Daphne Innes, FILTER, a Topological 
Pattern Separation Computer Program, UCRL-
9461, Nov. 1960. 
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Spark Chambers 

Moyer Group 

A set of programs called VIDICON read and 
analyze the output of the Perez -Mendez Vidicon 
spark chamber experiment. The data are gath
ered at the Bevatron and stored on magnetic tape. 
The program reads the magnetic tape and sorts 
the parameter and variable data for each event. 
The variable data consist of the coordinates of 
sparks in two views of six gaps each for two de
fleeted tracks. The program analyzes the co
ordinates of the sparks of each event and by a 
pattern-recognition technique defines the tracks. 
The deflection angle is calculated and a tabula
tion is made of the horizontal deflection angle 
in 5-deg steps for each 3.5-in. segment of the 
chamber entrance. (Leslie Wilson and Donald 
Zurlinden for Victor Perez -Mendez) 

The program CENTER was written as an ex
tension of MIDDLE. 10 In addition to finding the 
most likely point of coincidence of a variable 
number of nonintersecting tracks in space, it 
makes several changes of coordinates and calcu
lates angles to facilitate the checking of the 
experimental data. (Leslie Wilson) 

The purpose of the FORTRAN II program 
SCAN is to analyze the measurement errors in 
the rr-n charge experiment. The program 
analyzes data from succeeding events to deter
mine changes of fiducials. As an alternative 
method, it compares a standard set of data 
against measured data. (David Leppaluoto and 
Donald Zurlinden for Charles Chiu) 

Lofgren Group 

The DDP-24 Computer and configuration of 
accessories were chosen as the most suitable 
for connection to a CRT -programmed spot device 
for spark chamber file analysis, and will become an 
integral ingredient of a spark chamber automatic 
scanning system (SASS). Specifications, pro
gramming, and check-out were begun on the 
initial set of programs that will be contained 
within this automatic scanning system. A de
scription of these programs follows: 

A program called SAWS was written to simulate 
the operation of the spark chamber automatic 
scanning system (SASS), which will scan along a 
line starting at an origin (x,y) and proceed to a 
final point (x + n.c:.x, y + n.C:.y) in increments of .c:.x 
and .c:.y. When an intensity change is found, the 
number of increments from the origin to the 
point of intensity change will be stored in a mem
ory cell. Once the required parameters have 
been transferred to SASS controller, it will 
operate concurrently with the computer. After 
the scan to the final point is complete, the com
puter will be interrupted. 

A program called FTIC was written to find a 
track in the chamber. Given the coordinates for 

10. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 70. 
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the midpoints of sparks in evenly spaced gaps, 
it performs a pattern recognition on the data, 
assigning (wherever possible-) the points to sets 
of sparks which approximately lie on straight 
tracks. 

A program called CMOS was written to compute 
the midpoint of a spark. From the data obtained 
during the scan of a spark, it computes the co
ordinates for the midpoint of the spark. The 
track is located by SAWS and the intensity-change 
table is examined and a weighted average is 
computed for the location of the midpoint. 

A program called SFAF was written to scan for 
a fiducial. Given the approximate coordinates 
of a fiducial, it scans the film in that area and 
determines the exact location of the fiducial. 
SFAF uses SAWS and CMOS to determine the 
centers of the four track ends of the fiducial. 
The centers determine two straight bisecting 
lines, thereby giving the true fiducial. (Armond 
Nirdlinger, David Leppaluoto, and Donald 
Zurlinden) 

A 1401 program, BASIC, has been written to 
perform preliminary processing of SCAMP data. 
This subroutine reads in information from a 
magnetic tape containing BCD and binary data 
produced by SCAMP 2 or SCAMP 3 scanning 
machines. Each record read in is examined for 
correct record length, number of measurements, 
measurement format, parity errors, etc. When 
these tests are passed, the appropriate format 
routine is read into storage from the system 
tape. Control is transferred into the format 
routine, which makes additional tests. If these 
are successfully passed, control is returned to 
BASIC, which examines the data for error flags 
placed by the scanner. Appropriate corrections 
are made and the corrected record is moved to 
an output buffer area. The binary bits are de
coded and moved into the output buffer. When 
the next record is read in, it is examined for an 
error flag in the SCAMP number. If this flag is 
up, indicating that the previous record was in 
error, the latter is cleared.from the output buf
fer area. If the flag is down, the previous event 
is transferred from the output buffer area to an 
output tape. An accounting is kept of the first 
and last event numbers for each SCAMP machine, 
the number of SCAMP 2 and SCAMP 3 events 
processed, and the number of events that could 
not be processed. Separate output tapes are 
produced for types 2 and 3 events. (Armond 
Nirdlinger) 

The kinematics verification program OUIJA 
was written for the a->.. parity experiment. It is 
given six sets of direction cosines representing 
spark chamber tracks, which are put into the 
equations for conservation of energy and momen
tum for the desired reaction to determine if this 
reaction could have caused the event. Two of 
the particle tracks are identifiable from the 
spark chamber pictures, but the others have to 
be tried in all possible combinations. For a 
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given combination, the test for a good fit is as 
follows: One track is ignored. This leaves a 
set of simultaneous nonlinear equations with 16 
unknowns, which are solved by iteration. The 
solution for the track that was ignored is then 
compared with the measured track. If they differ 
by less than 5 deg, then it is called a good fit. 

The program replaces a hand method which 
used a stereographic projection board. The 
program agrees well with the hand method, and 
is able to find all possible fits, some of which 
were missed by the hand methpd. (Anthony 
Schaeffer for Richard Crolius) 

Miscellaneous Physics 

A program MAGFIELD was written to aid in 
analyzing data for a magnetic field spectroscopic 
comparison. The CAL-COMP plotter is em
ployed for graphical output. (Jerry Borges for 
John Wilcox - Sherwood Physics) 

A group of data-analysis programs was writ
ten for the 7044 computer. The data are genera
ted by two runs- -the Chamberlain-Steiner run at 
the Bevatron (p -p polarization), and the Betz
Dost run at the cyclotron (p-p polarization and 
CNN)- Typically, the data are generated on 
punched paper tape, converted by a suitable 1401 
program to magnetic tape, and then run through 
one or more of the following data analysis pro
grams: 

The programs ADDCARD1, ADDCARD2, and 
ADDCARDS. were written to rearrange and modify 
the records on the raw data tapes before any 
processing or analysis is done. 
·The original data tapes have two types of 
records (polarization output and pulse -height 
analyzer output), and the program SEPARATE 
separates the records as to type. That is, two 
additional data tapes are generated, one with 
polarization output and one with pulse -height 
analyzer output. 

The program COMBO is a combination of pro
grams, ADDCARDS, SEPARATE, and a program 
written by a member of the Segre-Chamberlain 
Group called MFF (which processes the pulse
height analyzer output tape). Thus, COMBO will 
rearrange the raw data tape into a suitable for
mat, separate the two types of files that occur 
on the tape, and process one of the separated 
tapes. The program TARPOL processes the 
other separated tape, which contains the polari
zation output. TARPOL 4 is an updated version 
of the original TARPOL. A description of 
TARPOL is available from the Computer Center 
Library. CARD T ARPOL is similar in function 
to TARPOL, but the input is punched cards in
stead of magnetic tape. (Jerry Borges for 
Owen Chamberlain, Gilbert Shapiro, Helmut 
Dost, Claude Schultz, and Leland Holloway -
Segre~Chamberlain Group) 

The program PI-PI, which uses Gaussian 
integration to evaluate a double integral of a 
function involving Legendre polynomials of the 
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second type of nonintegral order, was debugged 
and tested for simplified integrand functions. 
(Penelope Collom for Vigdor Teplitz - Theoreti
cal Physics) 

The program MISSTIFIED, which is· an off
shoot of the program MISST written earlier, 
selects certain records from tapes generated by 
the FOG programs and outputs information on 
the measured spacing of the fiducial marks in 
the bubble chamber. (Penelope Collom for 
P. Wesley Weber - Powell-Birge Group) 

The program ERF was written to integrate a 
function which is reducible to the form of the 
normal frequency function. The program includes 
a general routine for computing the error 
function. (Marilyn Mahan for Rae Stiening -
Segre-Chamberlain Group) 

The program SCAT was written in connection 
with an experimental study of the elastic scatter
ing of TT mesons on hydrogen. It calculates: 
a. The fraction of scattered TT mesons that 

decay into fJ. mesons between the hydrogen target 
and the detector; 

b. The fraction of fJ. me sons that reach the de
tector, where the parent TT mesons are assumed 
to be scattered over a limited range of solid 
angle; 

c. A velocity distribution of the fJ. mesons of b. 
(Edna Williams for Wladyslaw Troka - Segre
Chamberlain Group) 

Assistance was given in the study of the rate 
of absorption of muon neutrinos in a model con
tracting universe governed by Einstein's field 
equations. No computer program was written. 
(Edna Williams for Alexander Maksymowicz -
Theoretical Physics) 

A small program, SIMPINTG, was written to 
make theoretical calculations of TT-mesic energy 
levels. Simpson's integration was used. (Edna 
Williams for Robert Shafer - Physics, Thornton) 

Two programs, FALTUNG and FALTUNG I, 
were written to fit data points by a least-squares 
method. The data points represented the calibra
tion of the bent-crystal spectrometer with a 
Tm170 radioactive source and the results of 500 
hours of time on the 184-inch cyclotron measur
ing a TT-mesic xray in aluminum, respectively. 
(Edna Williams for Robert Shafer - Physics, 
Thornton) 

Revisions and refinements were made to the 
program CONTOUR, 11 which was written for 
the numerical evaluation of the dispersion-theory 
approach to proton Compton scattering. 
(Edna' Williams for Elliot Leader - Theoretical 
Physics) 

The program PINT2A, which is based on 

11. De scribed in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 70. 
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PINT, 12 calculates the population-level distri
bution of a beam of neutral hydrogen. It has 
been modified to allow a larger number of levels. 
(Carl Quong for Klaus Berkner - Sherwood 
Physics) 

The program JINT was written for the calcu
lation of particle orbits in the earth's magnetic 
field according to SUhmer' s differential equa
tion, with a modification to include an electro
static charge on the earth. (Carl Quong for 
David Judd - Theoretical Physics) 

Facilities for particle kinematics calculations 
were extended by: 

a. Further improvements in .the previously 
described programs ATHOS, 13 H4, 14 and 
SUM. 15 (Tom Tonisson and Mark Horovitz for 
Alvarez Group and Denis Keefe - Lofgren Group) 

b. Combining the Monte Carlo event generator 
taken from the FAKE 16 program with an 
EXAMIN or SUMX17 program to construct a 
flexible technique for computing kinematic 
quantities in a variety of situations. (Edna 
Williams, Bert Albrecht, and Mark Horovitz for 
Thomas O'Halloran, William Chinowsky, 
M. Tin Maung, and the Alvarez Group) 

Modifications were made to increase the 
capability of the program TABS. 18 (Krehe 
Ritter for Wesley Weber - Powell-Birge Group) 

The program VARMINT 19 was modified and 
converted to FORT RAN IV. (Anthony Schaeffer 
for William Rarita - Theoretical Physics) 

A memory-dump routine was modified and a 
paper tape test program was written for the 
PDP-5. (Anthony Schaeffer for Roy Haddock -
Physics, Thornton) 

Work was continued on a program to be used 
for computing orbits of secondary particles in 
the magnetic field of the Bevatron. This pro
gram is an extended version of the 650 program 
ETHELBERT. 20 

12. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 71. 
13. M. Horovitz, ATHOS, Alvarez Physics 
Note No. 394, May 29, 1962. 
14. M. Horovitz, 4-Body Phase Space Program 
H4, Alvarez Physics Note No. 395, May 1962. 
15. Tom Tonisson, SUM, Alvarez Physics Note 
No. P-86, May 1964. 
16: Gerald R. Lynch, Program FAKE: Monte 
Carlo Simulation of Bubble Chamber Events, 
UCRL-10335, July 10, 1962. 
17. Lynn Champomier, SUMX, UCRL-11222, 
Sept. 1963. 
18. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 71. 
19. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
UCRL-10349, May 1962, p. 46. 
20. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-10349, May 1962, p. 43. 
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The 650 programs ETHELBERT and FOCus21 
were used for computing focusing properties of 
beams of secondary particles originating in the 
Bevatron. (Victor Brady for Byron Dieterle -
Segre-Chamberlain Group) 

Chemistry 

Several programs- -FFGSORT, D12CALIB, 
MASS SORT, PLOT, and BAR--were written to 
aid in the study of the reconstruction of the final 
stages of fission dynamics. Experiments were 
performed by placing a sample of spontaneous
fissioning cf252 between two solid-state counters 
and also placing a germanium '{-ray counter at 
both 0 and 90 deg. The pulse heights of both 
halves of the fissioning nucleus plus its coinci
dent'{ rays were measured by the counters v.hile 
the fragments were still in flight. The pulse 
heights were recorded on magnetic tape in these 
three correlated dimensions, event by event, by 
a multidimensional pulse -height analyzer. Also, 
a known source of fission fragments not in co
incidence with '{ rays was recorded on the tape 
to be used as a calibrator for each tape. 

The main scheme of the programs was to sort 
the known single -fission source from the fission
'{ events while calculating the calibration con
stants and the moments of the single -fission 
distribution for a given tape. The calibration 
constants are used to construct a 100-by-100 
map with respect to pulse heights for the fission 
fragment going both away from and toward the 
detector. This map permits prediction of the 
mass of the fragment after neutron emission for 
a given tape. These calibration mass maps are 
then used to sort the fragments into 40 ·different 
masses in order to construct a'{ -ray energy 
spectrum. These spectra, plotted on the CAL
COMP plotter, are to be used to identify particu
lar isotopes developed under spontaneous fission 
of Cf252. (Claudette Rugge for Stanley 
Thompson) 

A program NDCALIB was written to form a 
tally map with respect to the dimension and the 
pulse height for each file on a tape obtained from 
the ND-160 system multidimensional analyzer. 
The user specifies the number of files to be 
processed, how the dimensions are to be grouped, 
and if one of the dimensions is a pulser which is 
to be sorted into its own distribution. The total 
spectrum with respect to each labeled dimension 
is plotted for each file on the CAL-COMP plotter. 
(Claudette Rugge for Frank Plasil) 

The Los Alamos least-squares package for 
nonlinear parameters called LALS was rewritten 
in FORTRAN IV. It was also modified to make 
use of the CAL-COMP plotter for graphing the 
input data against the calculated curve. 
(Claudette Rugge for Stanley Thompson) 

21. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-10349, May 1962, p. 46. 
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The program BETABLE22 was revised. A 
subroutine to avoid the computation of derivatives 
at points far from a minimum was written. 

A program was written that uses a fitting sub
program E2 LC MLR to find an approximate 
Taylor series through quadratic terms, using as 
input intermediate results of the main minimizing 
routine. 

Two methods of speeding up the computation 
were studied; a subprogram is being tested to 
compute derivatives at a point analytically (rather 
than numerically), after eigenvalues and eigen
vectors at that point are known; a program to 
find a few eigenvalues of large matrices is being 
written. (Thomas Clements for John Conway) 

A data-reduction program DRUM was written 
which tabulates events from a cyclotron experi
ment. The experiment involves studying the 
level structures of a fi s s ioning nucleus at the 
saddle -point distortion. (Noel Brown for Franz 
Plasil) 

A subroutine BRAKET was written to compute 
the transformation bracket function for nuclear 
shell-model calculations. (Noel Brown for 
Norman Glendenning) 

Several modifications have been made to 
DIABLO. 23 DIABLO is a set of programs for 
reducing paper-tape data to magnetic tapes which 
are input to the CAL-COMP plotter and the 
VARMINT program. The modifications were to 
make the program more flexible in input and out
put and to give additional output options. 
(Anthony Schaeffer and Donald Zurlinden for 
Bernard Harvey) 

A program CHM was written for finding con
stant differences of spectrum lines. The pro
gram was an adaptation of a routine written at 
Argonne National Laboratory. Given a set of up 
to 12 000 data cards, the program computes and 
orders all possible differences .c,ij = si- s.. It 
then selects and outputs all groups of .c.'s ~uch 
that .C.ij ± .C.kl is less than an input quantity, E". 

(Marilyn Mahan for John Conway) 

A revision of the 7094 FAP subroutine 
SOFTLY, 24 called HOME, was written to pro
vide buffered read-in and processing of magnetic 
tapes. prepared by a new ten-dimensional pulse
height analyzer. (Paul Concus for Stanley 
Thompson) 

A program that refines lattice parameters by 
using a modified least-squares method was 
converted from IBM 1620 FORTRAN to FORTRAN 
IV. (Marilyn Mahan for Jere Green) 

22. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1962, p. 56. 
23. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 73. 
24. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-10572, Nov. 1962, p. 71. 
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The program VARMINT was modified and con
verted to FORTRAN IV. (Anthony Schaeffer for 
Arthur Springer) 

Assistance was given in editing of BCD output 
tapes from the 7094 computer. The 1401 FILE
MERGE program was used. (Jerry Borges for 
John Conway) 

The spectroscopic-data averaging program 
CSRT25 was revised to detect certain input-data 
errors. (James Eusebio for John Conway) 

A 7094 double-precision FORTRAN IV program 
called RACAH has been written for the calcula
tion of RACAH coefficients. (Carl Quang for 
Kathy Rajnak and Norman Glendenning) 

The program TRITENs26 was converted to 
FORTRAN IV and modified to omit calculation 
of certain matrix elements and to incorporate a 
double -precision version of RACAH. (Leslie 
Wilson for Kathy Rajnak) 

The program CATFIT was written for the 7044 
computer to normalize Mossbauer absorption 
spectra by dividing out the background spectra. 
The program makes an eighth-order polynomial 
fit to the background spectra and plots this to
gether with the data, both normalized and un
normalized, via the CAL-COMP plotter. 
(Leslie Wilson for Marjorie Faltens) 

Biology and Medical Physics 

A study was made of the feasibility of convert
ing a group of programs, designed for use with 
a monitor system at the National Institutes of 
Health, Office of Mathematical Research, to run 
under IBSYS. It was concluded that it would not 
be profitable to carry out this conversion, owing 
to the complicated structure and large size of 
the programs. Some runs of the programs in 
their original form were made to obtain a least
squares fit of data on radiation survival of cell 
cultures. (Jerry Borges and Mark Horovitz for 
John Lyman, Paul Todd, and Aldo Rescigno) 

Dynamic programming was applied to a 
taxonomy problem, reducing the effort hereto
fore required to determine the fewest of given 
criteria necessary for the delineation of all 
classes defined by the given criteria. As an 
alternative approach, a program T AXO was 
written to evaluate the information content of all 
possible classifications of a given set of objects 
according to a given set of distinguishing tests. 
The result of a classification is to partition the 
object-set into equivalence classes, and one 
classification is considered better than another if 
the partition is achieved by using fewer of the 
tests. The "relative disorder" in the subsets 
produced by the application of each test is mini-

25. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 56. 
26. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 72. 
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mized to obtain an unprejudiced "best" order in 
which to apply the set of tests to the set of 
objects. The method followed in TAXO is set 
forth in a paper, by A. Rescigno and G. A. 
Maccacaro, The Information Content of Biologi
cal Classifications. (Grove Nooney and 
Marjory Simmons for Aldo Rescigno) 

Work was started on an information storage 
and retrieval system that will contain experi
mental data from experiments on iron kinetics 
and hemoglobin. This system consists of three 
parts. The body of the system is a library pro
gram, POCKET, 27 whose function is to store 
data in a suitable format or on magnetic tape 
and give easy access to the data, as well as pro
viding for an updating facility. A subroutine 
SHRIVE is used in performing an analysis of the 
data in the library. 

The other two parts, which are not yet com
plete, include revision of a program written for 
the IBM 1620, EXTERNAL MONITORING, to 
employ the CAL-COMP plotter for graphical 
output, as well as furnishing input for the data 
library, and a program to fit empirical data to 
a model. (Grove Nooney, Mark Horovitz, and 
Jerry Borges for Harry Winchell) 

A mathematical model was constructed for the 
tracer analysis of hemoglobin synthesis and 
hemolysis in humans. Based on a compartment
ed system, the model is in the form of a system 
of integra-differential equations. (Grove Nooney 
for Harry Winchell) · 

The program RAD was written for processing 
data from experiments examining results of 
introducing radioactive isotopes into the blood 
stream and of radioactive decay over various 
periods of time. The program is designed to 
input data in several forms, depending on such 
factors as the radioisotope used, how many 
channels are used, how many samples, or what 
type of background counts are made. The pro
gram fits and normalizes two different curves 
and produces a resulting third curve. 

The program HONK was written to obtain 
values of a function of n variables with m param
eters using both incremented and non-incremen
ted values of the independent variables and 
parameters, in order to evaluate curves in con
nection with RAD. (Krehe Ritter and Mark 
Horovitz for Harry Winchell) 

The program RATTEST, 28 originally writ
ten for the IBM 650, was modified and convert
ed to 7090 FORTRAN IV. RATTEST calculates 
some statistical parameters from the data of an 
experiment dealing with effect of radiation upon 
rats. (Noel Brown for Patricia Durbin-Heavey) 

27. Alan Natapoff, POCKET, Alvarez Program
mer's Note No. P-77, April 24, 1964. 
28. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-10572, Nov. 1962, p. 74. 
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Modifications were made to the program 
ASTRos29 in order to reduce the time required 
to get the integrals to converge to the desired 
accuracy, making a change in independent 
variable. (Anthony Schaeffer for Palmer 
Steward) 

The program UNFOLD30 was debugged and 
CRT and CAL-COMP graph routines were added 
to the code. Version I is complete and ready 
for use. (Jerry Borges for Aldo Rescigno) 

Health Physics 

Various revisions were made in the program 
CROSEC to improve efficiency. In addition to 
input -output changes, an existing code CONVERT 
was added to-CROSEC as a subroutine to convert 
cross sections from units of c. m. to lab energy. 
A detailed analysis was made of the code and 
data to determine the reason for limited output 
on certain runs. It was found that additional 
input-table data, laboriously obtained, were 
required in order to give valid results. The 
necessary code changes are nearing completion. 
(Ardith Kenney for Alan Smith) 

A 7094 FORTRAN IV program, INTERP, uses 
Gregory's integration formula to calculate the 
fast-neutron flux in a small hydrogenous volume. 
The model assumes a neutron source which is 
external to the volume where the flux is to be 
computed, and assumes that a neutron undergoes 
no more than two collisions before it is lost. 
The calculations done by this program will be 
used in correcting for multiple scattering of 
neutrons in a proton-recoil spectrometer. 
(Edna Williams for Willis Young) 

Electronics Engineering 

A FORTRAN program, TABLES, was written 
that calculates and graphs design curves for the 
Cockcroft-Walton rectifier. The graphs are 
done on the CAL-COMP plotter. (Jerry Borges 
for Bob Smith) 

Assistance was given in computer simulation 
of a control system for the Bevatron. This 
involved investigating speed, method, and the 
effects of round-of£ and increment size on the 
convergence. (Eric Beals for Birchard 
Kortegaard) 

A program VOGEL was written to solve a sys
tem of second-order linear differential equations 
describing various mechanical configurations. 
(Noel Brown for Harold Vogel) 

A program ELMAGCALC was written to deter
mine the rise time and energy requirements of a 

29. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 74. 
30. Mark W. Horovitz and Grove C. Nooney, 
UNFOLD - A Computer Program for Analyzing 
Linear Systems by Calculation in the Time 
Domain, UC:E}L-10927, July 1963. 
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pulsed inductive load. This program includes 
saturation effects and also accounts for source 
voltage regulation. The computations determine 
acceleration, "flat-top," and inversion condi
tions for a rectifier-converter power supply. 
(Edna Williams for George Farly) 

A nonlinear circuit characteristic was photo
graphed on a cathode -ray oscilloscope display. 
The resulting curve was used in a tripling circuit. 
A program, SCOPEFIT, was written to fit this 
nonlinear curve to a polynomial, since the equa
tion of the curve was needed to explain the trip
ling action of the circuit. (Edna Williams for 
Frank Neu) 

The programs LARGEST and LARGE2, which 
are extensions of LARGE and LARGER, 31 were 
written for the 7094. Also, several small calcu
lations were performed on the 7044 computer 
under the name COAX. (Leslie Wilson for 
David Large) 

Budget 

Some rev1s1ons and additions have been made 
to the FORTRAN code SKED 92.32 A new sub
routine was written to give shop burden, support, 
and scientific wage expense detail by subprogram. 
A chain link called EFCOMP provides a 3 -year 
comparison of the r.esearch effort for each site. 
Another chain link called MAJIN is nearing com
pletion. This code will output a complete analy
sis of Laboratory costs, including major instru
ment cost and distribution and a summary of 
total Laboratory costs. (Ardith Kenney for 
George Pappas) 

Miscellaneous 

A method was devised for analyzing certain 
experiments to distinguish between uniform and 
dis criminatory treatment of a substrate by bio
logical systems. This method consists in deter
mining the sufficient size of a compartmented 
system. (Grove Nooney for Vivian Moses -
Bio-Organic Chemistry) 

Several problems in which it was required to 
de compose measured spectra into sums of func
tions of specified form were solved by using the 
nonlinear least-squares fitting program VARMINT. 
This work included resolution of both nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectra, and modification to 
the program SUPER3 dealing with neutron
produced '(-ray spectra. (Eric Beals and Mark 
Horovitz for Ed Lusebrink and Daniel Fiat -
Inorganic Chemistry, and Alan Smith - Health 
Physics) 

A group of three programs called HART was 
written for the 7094 computer for the least
squares fitting of vapor pressure data for alka-

31. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 75. 
32. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 76. 
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line earth dihalides. (Leslie Wilson for Patrick 
Hart - Metallurgy) 

An integration routine called NUMBER-FLUX 
was rewritten in FORTRAN IV. The program 
was also changed to allow generation of specific 
points rather than the entire curve, if so desired. 
(Penelope Collom for John Poksheva - Reactor 
Materials) 

Mathematics and Computing 

Theoretical Studies 

The question of unique determination of crys
tal structure by x-ray diffraction data was 
studied. The question remains open, except for 
certain trivial cases in' which the determination 
is not unique. 

With regard to the conservative linear compart
mented models of biology and medicine, the non
existence of periodic or otherwise unstable solu
tions and the adequacy of such models were 
demonstrated by showing their solutions to be 
complete in the space £2(0,oo). (Grove Nooney) 

A paper by Paul Concus, On the Uniqueness of 
Certain Standing Waves of Finite Amplitude 
(UCRL-10716, March 1963), was revised for 
publication in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics. 
It will appear in the Journal as an addendum to 
a previous paper, Paul Concus, Standing 
Capillary-Gravity Waves of Finite Amplitude 
(UCRL-10208, May 1962), J. Fluid Mech. H_, 
568 (1962). It was also presented at the 1963 
Meeting of the Division of Fluid Dynamics of the 
American Physical Society. 

Additional tables were prepared for the evalua
tion of f0""xf3 e -Xf(x) dx by Gauss -Laguerre 
Quadrature for f3= -2/3 and -1/3 (UCRL-11176, 
Jan. 1964), and the tables were submitted for 
deposit in the Unpublished Mathematical Tables 
Repository. (Paul Concus) 

Extensive studies were made of Duffing' s 
differential equation, 33 and an explanation was 
obtained of the nonlinear resonance phenomenon 
that occurs for certain values of the parameters. 
(Loren Meissner) 

General-Purpose Programs 

A program, LET, has been initiated for the 
evaluation, testing, and debugging of existing 
utility routines, including those distributed by 
SHARE, those in the FORTRAN Library (IBLIB), 
and those written by LRL programmers. 

Work was started on a program to test the 
accuracy of the mathematical subroutines in
cluded in the 7040-7044 Operating System. 
(Victor Brady and Carl Quong) 

The program VARMINT was modified and con-

33. Described in Physics Division Semiannual 
Report, UCRL-11132, Nov. 1963, p. 76. 
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ve rted to FORTRAN IV. (Anthony Schaeffer and 
Marilyn Mahan) 

A 7094 FORTRAN IV program, DPLSQ, has 
been written for the calculation of coefficients of 
a polynomial which will give the least-squares 
fit to given data. This program assumes single
precision input, but performs all internal arith
metic operations in double precision. 
(Carl Quong) 

The 7090 FORTRAN IV program DMDV, direct 
method matrix division, was modified to handle 
complex matrices. (Eric Beals) 

Work was continued on program UNFOLD, a 
method for numerical inversion of convolution 
operators. Applications to several physical and 
biological problems are being studied. A paper 
describing the method was presented at the 16th 
Annual Conference on Engineering in Medicine 
and Biology. (Jerry Borges, Grove Nooney, 
Eric Beals, and Mark Horovitz) 

The programs MINSEK (a minimization pro
gram), BESSELL (which, given X, approximates 
Jo and J 1 ), GAUSS, and CLEBSCH were con
verted from FAP to MAP. 

EIG 3, a program that finds eigenvalues, and 
OPTIK, a program for focusing high-energy 
particle beams, were converted from FORTRAN 
II to FORTRAN IV. Modifications were made in 
the input-output routines to enable the user to 
limit and select his output. 

A modification was made in the subroutine 
QUAD which solves the quadrupole problem. 
The program will now correctly compute the 
field gradient for off-momentum as well as on
momentum beams. A similar modification is 
being made in the subroutine SING. This modifi
cation was made only for the 7044 version of 
OPTIK. (Marilyn Mahan) 

Systems Programming 

System programming effort during the period 
of this report was in the following areas: 

I. FORTRAN II Monitor System, IBSYS Monitor 
System (7094): maintenance and modification 

This consisted of putting in corrections and 
modifications sent to us by IBM, for the 7 094 at 
the Radiation Laboratory and the 7090 on Campus. 
(Robert Belshe) 

II. IBSYS Monitor System (7044): maintenance 
and modification 

a. Corrections and modifications were in
serted into the system, some from IBM and 
some from the result of errors discovered and 
corrections made at the Radiation Laboratory. 
In particular, errors were found in the dumping 
routine (IBDMP) and in the resident system 
area (IBNUC). (David Stevens) 

b. Several new and improved subroutines 
were written for 7044 IBSYS: a tape dump pro
gram; improved FORTRAN execution error 
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routines; floating-point trap routines. (David 
Stevens) 

c. New editions of the 7044 User's Manual 
were written and issued. (David Stevens) 

d. A version of the general purpose CAL
COMP plotter routines, compatible with the 7094 
version, was written for use by FORTRAN pro
grams on the 7094. (William .Benson) 

III. Diprogramming System (7094): Development 

The Diprogramming System underwent inten
sive development during the period of this report, 
involving the modifications of the 7094 IBSYS 
Monitor System so that two programs, one in 
each memory bank, may time-share the comput
er. The advantages of such a system are: the 
.machine may be operated more efficiently when 
input-output operations originating in one pro
gram may be overlapped with computation in the 
second program; use of the memory bank not 
containing the resident monitor and input-output 
systems makes available to a program up to 
30 000 words of memory; the programs operat
ing under this system encounter few restrictions 
not already in the IBSYS system. The task of 
modifying IBSYS, especially the input-output 
routines, proved to be more difficult and time
consuming than had been anticipated. As of 
April 30, we have successfully run programs 
concurrently through the system, and have left 
some relatively small details to clean up before 
the system may be considered a production sys
tern, probably in about a month. Effort was 
spent on the following specific areas: 

a. The Scheduler and Switcher was developed: 
1. To handle the flow of computer control 

to and from the resident system and either 
of the programs in the process of running. 

2. To recognize when the resident sys
tem or either of the running programs is in 
a "wait" condition- -that is, in a situation in 
which a data transfer must terminate before 
the program can continue- -and to switch to 
the other program .in such an event. 

3. To keep track of the elapsed computing 
time of each of the two programs in memory. 

4. To save and restore the information 
necessary to continue running a program at 
a point of interruption. (Myron Myers) 

b. The input-output system was modified 
extensively: 

1. System records (including Compiler, 
Assembler, etc.) may be loaded into either 
of the two memory banks. 

2. The trap supervisor (IOEX) was modi
fied to handle input-output to and from each 
of the two memory frames. 

3. The print routine was modified to 
eliminate the extraneous spacing of paper on 
the on-line printer, and to include with each 
on-line print line that memory frame from 
which the message originated. (This is 
necessary for control by the machine 
operator.) 

4. The input-output control system (IOCS) 
which controls much of the buffering and 
transmission of data was rewritten to allow 
roes routines to be called from either mem
ory frame. In addition, the checkpoint and 
tape-labeling facilities were removed, and 
the reel-switching and error -handling rou
tines were simplified, all in the interest 
of saving space. Essentially, the revised 
roes has the same logical structure and 
capabilities as the IBM-distributed version 
of Basic IOCS. 

5. Certain input-output library subrou
tines were modified to avoid any direct 
references to input-output devices. Included 
are the FORTRAN read-write decimal, re
wind, backspace, write end-of-file, CRT, 
and the end-of-job input-output termination 
routines. (William Benson and Myron 
Myers) 

c. Routines were written to handle the mem
ory protection and illegal instruction hardware 
of the machine. In certain cases, instructions 
causing a violation trap are executed interpre
tively to allow flexibility for running programs. 
However, in the majority of cases, in order to 
provide maximum protection both to the part of 
the diprogramming system residing in memory 
and to the running programs residing in both 
memory banks, such instructions are not allowed. 
(Myron Myers) 

d. Reassemblies and modifications for both 
memories were made to IBJOB Monitor (Doneley 
Watson), the IBLDR Loader (Gayle Wampler), 
the IBMAP Assembler (Robert Belshe and 
Doneley Watson), and the IBFTC FORTRAN 
Compiler (Myron Myers). In general, the modi
fications were only moderately difficult, except 
for the Loader and the Monitor, which were 
more difficult to modify owing to rnore compli
cated use of the input-output facilities. 

e. A syoi:t::m o'f. operate-):" communication was 
designed and implemented for the purpose of 
allowing the machine op~rator to know the status 
of the programs running on the machine at any 
time and to exercise some control over the pro
cessing of those programs. (Robert Belshe, 
Douglas Brainard, Myron Myers, and Ted Ross) 

f. The system editor which creates the sys
tern on tape or disk file was modified to allow 
the loading of a system record into parts of both 
memory banks. (Ted Ross) 

g. A sign-on record was created for the 
purpose of producing accounting information and 
for control of sequential job processing. Control 
is sent to this routine between jobs, and there 
exists a version of the sign-on record for each 
memory bank. (Robert Belshe, Ted Ross, 
Gayle Wampler, and Doneley Watson) 

h. Miscellaneous routines for the diprogram
ming system have been written: 
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1. An end-of-job routine was written that 
gives memory dumps when required, and 
handles many details of bookkeeping involved 
with terminating a program. 

2. A memory dump routine was written to 
dump selected parts of either or both memory 
banks. This has been extremely useful during 
the development of the diprogramming system, 
and :yill continue to be useful for terminal dumps 
during diprogramming production runs . 

3. A disk dump routine was written as an 
aid in checking out the diprogramming disk rou
tines. (Myron Myers) 

IV. DDP-24 Computer System: Programming 

The software package delivered with the 
DDP-·24 computer consisted of an assembler, 
interpretive program, compiler, dump and debug 
routines, and machine diagnostic routines. 
These programs use the paper tape reader and 
r-unch, and typewriter as their I/O devices. 
Some errors were found in the software programs 
which were. corrected with the exception of the 
magnetic tape diagnostic routine. It contained 
suf::icient errors to make it generally unusable. 
As a consequence, tape diagnostic routines, as 
well as other diagnostic routines, were written 
as required to debug the machine. 

Soon after the machine was delivered, a sys
tern load program was written that would create 
and edit a magnetic tape containing all the soft
ware programs and call them into memory as 
desired. Thereafter, the software package was 
transferred to magnetic tape and has thenceforth 
been loaded into memory from magnetic tape. 

The assembler was modified to include the 
option of using magnetic tape for its input source 
and its output listing. This made it possible to 
keypunch programs on cards and use the 1401 
standard card-to-tape and monitor print pro
grams. Additional system routines have been 
written such as paper tape to magnetic tape, 
magnetic tape to paper tape (for use with 
FORTRAN and input), and core dump to magnetic 
tape. Several 1401 programs were written to list 
and punch cards from assembler output tapes. 
(Robert Belshe and Donald Zurlinden) 
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V. 1401 System Programming 

A 1401 dual~printer program was written to 
couple two identical versions of the Monitor 
Print Program that execute in each other's free 
time. The increase in printing capacity is about 
9 0 o/o. 

Programs were written for the 1401 to handle 
magnetic tapes that are written in a manner 
unique to 7044 IBSYS. 

A program called SCELM was written for the 
1401 to aid in answering the question, "What do 
I have on this tape?" It describes the records on 
a magnetic tape in terms of location, "goodness" 
mode, length, and other (fixed) characteristics. 

For many purpose,g, SCELM can be used in
stead of the standard tape dump- -resulting in a 
saving of 1401 time. The program can also 
detect and process skewed records. (Walter 
Hutchinson) 

Computer Operations 

In February 1964, a 7044 computer was in
stalled in the Computer Wing of Building 50-A. 
The 709, which had been on a grant from IBM, 
was replaced with a 7040 computer which is now 
being utilized approximately three shifts per 
week as an on-line computer with the SMP 
project. 

The Laboratory used approximately one -half 
shift per week on the 7090 computer installed at 
the Campus Computer Center. The 7094 and the 
7044 computers were each used for general 
laboratory computing at the rate of four shifts 
per week. 

Two dual-printer 1401's were installed. 

A DDP-24 computer was delivered from 
Computer Control Company in mid-February and 
was installed in Room 1155 of Building 50-A. 

One 729-V and three 7330 magnetic tape drives 
were installed at romote locations to prepare 
data for use on the computers. 

A systematic program of testing and reclaim
ing magnetic tape was begun. (Paul Rhodes and 
Marvin Atchley) 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Edward J. Lofgren in charge 

K- -PROTON INTERACTION 

Edgar F. Beall,':' William R. Holley, Denis Keefe, Leroy T. Kerth, 
J. J. Thresher, t Ching L. Wang, and William A. Wenzel 

The analysis of the data collected on K-- p 
interactions between 7 00 and 1400 MeV/ c is near 
completion. About 15000 K--p elastic scatter
ings have been selected as an unbiased sample 
of events fitting the criteria for elastic scatter-

ings. In some 500 of these events the recoil 
proton suffers an elastic scattering in the car
bon plates of the spark chamber. At publica
tion time, these events were being analyzed for 
polarization of the proton. 

SCANNING AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT 

Denis Keefe, Leroy T. Kerth, and William A .. Wenzel 

The two new SCAMP scanning and measuring 
projectors for spark chamber film have been in 
the process of debugging. Programs for han
dling the first analysis of the magnetic tape pro
duced by the machines are almost completed. 
Scanners are now being scheduled to operate the 
machine on a 24-hour basis. 

Work on SASS, the automatic scanning system 
for spark chamber photographs, has continued 

during this period. The on -line computer, a 
DDP-24 produced by Computer Control Corpora
tion, was delivered in February. Acceptance 
tests over the last several months have been 
carried out successfully and the computer has 
been accepted. Mechanical design of the SASS 
system is almost completed. Several pieces 
have been released to the shop. The electronics 
equipment is under design; two precision cathode 
ray tubes have been acquired for evaluation. 

'!T-TT INTERACTION 

Denis Keefe, Leroy T. Kerth, Carl M. Noble, J. J. Thresher,t 
William A. Wenzel, and Theodore F. Zipft 

The scanning, measuring, and analysis of data 
collected in a spark chamber experiment on the 
di -pion production has continued. All the events 
on the incident TT- momentum of 4 BeV / c have 
been analyzed. An IBM 7 044 program for track 
reconstruction, optical correction, orbit inte
gration, and kinematical fitting has been in 
operation during this period. Of the 7000 events 
scanned and measured for the data with an inci-

dent TT momentum of 4 BeV / c about 1 500 events 
of the type 

'IT-+ p - n + 'IT++ TT 

have been identified. The mass distribution of 
the di-pion system is being analyzed for reso
nance states. These data will be presented at 
the Dubna Conference on High Energy Physics 
this A11gust. 

2:. -A RELATIVE PARITY 

Allen R. Clyde, Bruce Cork, Richard L. Crolius, Denis Keefe, 
Leroy T. Kerth, William M. Layson, and William A. Wenzel 

A spark chamber experiment was carried out 

':'Presently at the University of Maryland, 
Department of Physics, College Park. 
twork performed while on leave from the 
Rutherford High Energy Laboratory, Chilton, 
England. 
tPresently at Brookhaven National Laboratory, 
Upton, Long Island, New York. 

with the hope of measuring the 2:. -A relative 
parity via the reaction 

rr- (1.3 GeV /c) + p- Lo + Ko 

L LTT+t'IT-

A0te+te

L p + TT 

-the large number of outgoing charged particles 
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being the key to the experimental method. The 
parity is determined from the correlation of the 
1'1° polarization with the Dalitz pair plane, and 
requires polarized /\.0 ' s. Film taken in the 
available running time will probably not yield 
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enough events to give a clear result on the parity, 
but approximately 400 events showing the 
L.: 0

-> 1\.0 t y decay mode will allow a measure
ment of the L.: 0 polarization. 

ELASTIC AND INELASTIC p -p SCATTERING AT 2 TO 6 BeV 

Charles M. Ankenbrandt, Allen R. Clyde, Bruce Cork, Denis Keefe, 
Leroy T. Kerth, William M. Layson, and William A. Wenzel 

An experiment designed to measure with high 
accuracy the elastic cross section and the in
elastic isobar production was carried out at the 
Bevatron. A large amount of data was obtained 
on the elastic scattering cross sections for 
momentum transfers /t/ between 0.005 and 6 
{GeV I c)2. These data are in the process of 
analysis and final correction. Further informa
tion was obtained on the cross section for the 
reaction p t p _. p + N':'. The well-known isobars 
observed by other experimenters were seen in 
this experiment. In addition a bump at a mass 

of about 1400 MeV was observed. This bump 
may be due to the reaction p + p - :r:t'+ N':' where 
the decay proton from one of the N'''' s is the 
observed particle. A Monte Carlo calculation 
has been carried out to study the expected distri
bution from this reaction. The predicted distri
bution seems to be in reasonable agreement with 
the experimental distribution, therefore this 
bump at 1400 MeV I c may not represent a new 
resonance. These data will be presented at the 
Denver Meeting of the American Physical 
Society. 

PUBLICATIONS AND PAPERS ISSUED 

W. A. Wenzel, Spark Chambers (UCRL-11319, 
April 1964). Submitted to Annual Review of 
Nuclear Science for publication in Vol. 14, 
1964. -

The following abstracts have been submitted 
for presentation at the Denver meeting of the 
American Physical Society, June 25-27, 1964: 

A. R. Clyde, Bruce Cork, D. Keefe, L. T. Kerth, 
W. M. Layson, and W. A. Wenzel, Elastic 
Proton-Proton Scattering at 7, 5, and 3 BeV I c, 
UCRL-11362 Abstract, April 1964. 

C. M. Ankenbrandt, A. R. Clyde, Bruce Cork, 
D. Keefe, L. T. Kerth, W. M. Layson, and 
W. A. Wenzel, Production of Nucleon Isobars 
by 7-BeVIc Protons, UCRL-11364 Abstract, 
April 1964. 

The following abstracts have been submitted 

for presentation at the Dubna 1964 International 
Conference on High Energy Physics, August 5-15, 
1964: 

C. M. Ankenbrandt, A. R. Clyde, Bruce Cork, 
D. Keefe, L. T. Kerth, W. M. Layson, and 
W. A. Wenzel, Production of Nucleon Isobars 
by 7-BeVIc Protons, UCRL-11423 Abstract, 
May 1964. 

A. R. Clyde, Bruce Cork, D. Keefe, L. T. Kerth, 
W. M. Layson, and W. A. Wenzel, Proton
Proton Elastic Scattering, UCRL-11441 
Abstract, June 1964. 

D. Keefe, L. T. Kerth, C. M. Noble, 
J. J. Thresher, W. A. Wenzel, an<;l 
T. F. Zip£, Di-Pion Mass Spectrum from rr- p 
Collisions at 4 BeV I c, UCRL-11468 Abstract, 
May 1964. 
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Burton J. Moyer and A. C. Helmholz m charge 

EXPERIMENT ON THE CHARGE-EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS 
IN ELASTIC PION -PROTON SCATTERING 

For the past three years this group has been 
engaged in a study of the nature of the resonance
like behavior occurring at certain energies in 
the pion-nucleon interactions. These phenomena 
were first identified in careful measurements of 
the total cross section in rr±- p collisions. They 
have subsequently been studied in considerable 
detail through our measurements of the differen
tial scattering cross sections for both positive 
and negative pions on protons over a distribution 
of energies in the region of the resonances. 
This information has provided strong evidence 
concerning the angular momentum states that 
could be involved in the resonance-like behavior, 
but it has not clearly indicated the source of the 
cross -section enhancements- -whether they are 
resonances in the conventional meaning of the 
word, where the real part of the phase shift for 
a particular state of angular momentum passe's 
through 90 deg, or whether the enhancement is 
due to some rapid change in absorption processes 
producing the observed behavior in the total 
cross section. Also ambiguities of the Minami 
type remain. 

With the intent of reducing such ambiguities 
and providing clearer evidence on the nature of 
the phenomena, we performed measurements of 
the charge -exchange reaction in rr -p scattering 
at a number of energies. This information has 
provided important further conditions to be met 
by any theory purporting to explain the phenomena, 
but the precision .of the whole body of measure
ments was not sufficiently great to remove all 
ambiguities. 

In the attempt to find a phase-shift characteri
zation of the rr-p scattering, it has been impos
sible to obtain a unique set of such parameters. 
This is indeed not surprising in view of the large 
number of phase shifts required, since we must 
include real and imaginary parts both for states 
of isotopic spin and for states of angular momen
tum at least througl::l i. = 3. Progress in the 
overall project of characterizing the rr-p scatter
ing has been all that could be expected within the 
time available and in view of the techniques that 
could be applied within this time; it is still 
necessary, however, to provide the further con
straints that can be imposed by (a) determining 
more precisely the·polarization of the recoil 
proton in charged final states, and (b) by deter
mining the polarization of the recoil neutron in 
elastic charge -exchange scattering. The experi-

ment reported for this period is the determina
tion of the elastic charge -exchange differential 
scattering cross section. The reaction rr-p -rtn 
is also observed in considerable intensity and 
forms a part of this investigation. 

A study of charge exchange requires the detec
tion of a neutral final state consisting of rr 0 and 
n. The neutral final-state condition is identified 
by requiring that a scintillation counter sur
rounding the hydrogen target show no signal 
when the input counters on the rr- beam line 
indicate the entrance of a pion into the liquid 
hydrogen target. Identification of this neutral 
final state as one involving only a single rr 0 is 
accomplished by observing the showers produced 
by the rr 0 decay photons in an array of spark 
chambers completely surrounding the hydrogen 
target and its anticoincidence jacket. 

Each of the spark cha:mbers occupies the posi
tion of the face of a cube, in an overlapping man
ner, so that the target is completely surrounded 
with sensitive spark chamber volume. Each 
chamber possessed 35 steel plates 1/8 in. thick, 
so as to provide at least five radiation lengths of 
material at normal incidence of the rr 0 photons. 
The spark arrays associated with showers in the 
chambers were photographed with a complex 
array of mirrors that brought 12 views (two 
stereoscopic views for each chamber) onto a 
format recorded on a single frame in a camera. 

The camera employed could cycle and take 
successive pictures with a time spacing of about 
20 milliseconds. With this equipment we were 
able to secure typically five or six photograph's 
of events per beam pulse of the Bevatron, when 
the Bevatron was being operated at optimum 
conditions for this experiment. Much of the run 
time, however, was devoted to a shared use of 
the Bevatron, in which both this experiment and 
a bubble chamber experiment were accommodat
ed; under those conditions about two events per 
Bevatron pulse could be photographed. 

The experiment, now completed, has resulted 
in the accumulation of about 500 000 photo
graphed events. The data-reduction task is 
beginning, and results to date have been report
ed at the Stanford and Washington APS Meetings. 

Observations of rr- + p -+ 110 + n interactions 
were made by detecting the 2y decay mode of 
the TJ 0 • These decays were identified by a much 
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larger opening angle between the y rays than in 
rrO decay. The film analyzed to date gives the 
following cross sections: 

Energy a(rr-+ p ..... T] 0 + n) 
(MeV) (mb) 

581 1.2±0.3 
698 2.3±0.5 
873 1.2±0.3 

We have assumed that the fraction of T] 0
' s decay

ing into Zy's is 0.3. At 698 MeV the center-of
mass angular distribution of the T]

01 s appears to 
be isotropic. 

The neutral modes of rr- p interactions have 
been observed at nine pion kinetic energies from 
about 500 to 1311 MeV. The measured differen
tial cross sections of rr- p ..... rr 0 n have been 
studied in terms of their expansion coefficients 
in the expression dajdn':' (rr 0 n) = L; ai cosi e':'. 
Th2 distributions themselves show backward 
peaking at 698 and 873 MeV, but not at lower 
energies. The expansion coefficients are all 
small near 600 MeV, showing that no single par
tial W3.Ve is predominant there. However, at 
900 MeV, a3 is large and negative and as is 
large and positive; a 6 and higher are small. 
These suggest that Dsjz F 5; 2 interference dom
inates at 900 MeV, in agreement with results 
for charged elastic scattering. Decomposition 
of our data and those from elastic scattering into 
T = 1/2 scattering shows the same behavior of 
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expansion coefficients and places both Fsjz and 
Dsjz waves in T = 1/2 state of isotopic spin. 
Our preliminary total neutral cross section in 
rr- p scattering shows a 12.5-mb peak at 580 MeV 
and a 12-mb peak at 850 MeV, in agreement with 
recent work at Saclay. 

Angular distributions of recoil-proton polariza
tion in elastic 'IT+ -p scattering were measured at 
523, 572, and 689 MeV incident pion kinetic 
energy. Polarization measurements were made 
by observing the azimuthal asymmetry in the 
subsequent scattering of recoil protons in large 
carbon-plate spark chambers. Typical strong 
variation of the polarization with pion scattering 
angle near the rr p diffraction minima was ob
served. Since existing data favor a D 13 reso
nance at 600 MeV, a phase-shift analys1s was 
attempted in order to confirm the existence and 
parity of this resonance. Available rr p total 
and differential cross sections, these polariza
tion data, and some possible restrictive assump
tions related to the 600-MeV resonance were 
used in the analysis. Though the polarization 
results aided significantly in restricting the . 
number of acceptable phase-shift sets, still 
many plausible and qualitatively different sets 
were found, including a set involving a P 13 
resonance instead of the D 13 . Calculations of 
neutron polarization in the charge -exchange re
action, utilizing these sets of phase shifts, indi
cate the possibility of a clear distinction between 
the P13 and D13 cases by measuring this parameter. 

INELASTIC 'IT-- p COLLISIONS IN RESONANCE REGION 

The film taken during the Bevatron run ending 
last November on inelastic pion-nucleon re
actions is being scanned and computed. 

The library programs to classify the events 
and the programs to compute kinematics, in
cluding the momentum distribution of rr+ from 
the 'IT+ '!T-N final state, have been written and 
tested. Of the 200 000 events taken during the 
run, 70 000 have been scanned and measured; 
30 000 have had the 'IT+ momentum computed and 

5 000 have been processed through the entire 
set of computer programs. 

At present we are scanning and measuring 
7 000 events per week on the digitized protractor, 
and expect to process them at the same rate 
through the set of computer programs. 

The 'IT- 'IT 0 p final- state interaction film has 
been sent to Barry C. Barish at California 
Institute of Technology for scanning and me as·· 
urement. 

'IT - p ELASTIC POLARIZATION EXPERIMENT AT 184-INCH CYCLOTRON 

Dale F. Dickinson, Jerome A. Helland, and Victor Perez -Mendez 

The polarization of the recoil elastic proton in 
'IT--p scattering was measured at an incident pion 
energy T = 370 MeV. At this energy we already 
have mea~urements on the elastic, charge
exchange, and inelastic differential cross sec
tions; hence a measurement of the polarization 
complements this group of experiments. A sec
ond objective of this experiment was to provide 
a thorough test of the performance of the Vidicon 

spark chamber digitizing system, which has been 
developed recently. 

The polarization was measured at seven pro
ton recoil angles ranging from 20 to 50 degrees 
(lab). A suitable matrix of counters recording 
'IT-p coincidences defined the elastic protons and 
triggered the spark chambers on recoil protons 
that had scattered in a carbon analyzer. Two 
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six-gap thin-aluminum spark chambers were 
used with the carbon scatterer placed between 
them; the direction of the incident proton is de
termined in the front chamber, while the scat
tered proton is seen in the rear chamber. 

The Vidicon digitizing camera was used, in 
parallel with a film camera for monitoring the 
performance of the Vidicon. Four hundred thou
sand events were taken in this run. For useful 
analysis we will select events which show scat
terings between 10 and 20 deg. We expect ap
proximately 10 000 good events for the polariza
tion analysis. 

Moyer -Helmholz 

We monitored the run by checking some of the 
output tapes with a track-reconstruction pro
gram and comparing the angles of scattering 
with the corresponding photograph. The com
puter program uses 30 msec of 7094 computer 
time to analyze each event and to classify it by 
angular bin. 

We find that the Vidicon recorded, and that we 
could reconstruct, more than 96o/o of the events 
that showed good tracks on the photographs. 
The main reason for the 4o/o that were missed is 
the deficiencies of the optical system, which can 
be improved readily for further experiments. 

PION-PROTON ELASTIC SCATTERING IN THE ENERGY RANGE 300 TO 700 MeV 

Philip M. Ogden 

Differential cross sections for elastic 1T-p 
scattering were measured at eight energies for 
1T+ and seven energies for rr-. Energies ranged 
from 310 to 650 MeV. These measurements 
were made at the 3-BeV proton synchrotron at 
Saclay, France. 

A beam of pions from an internal BeO target 
was directed into a liquid hydrogen target. 
Fifty-one scintillation counters and a matrix
coincidence system were used to measure 
simultaneously elastic events at 21 angles and 
charged inelastic events at 78 1T-p angle pairs. 
Events were detected by a coincidence of pulses 
indicating the presence of an incident pion, 
scattered pion, and recoil proton, and the re
sults were stcired in the memory of a pulse
height a·nalyzer. Various corrections were 
applied to the data and a least-squares fit was 
made to the results at each energy. The form 
of the fitting function was a power series in the 
cosine of the center-of-mass angle of the scat-

tered pion. Integration under the fitted curves 
gave values for the total elastic cross section. 

The P 33 scattering amplitude, resonant near 
200 MeV, seems to decrease significantly as the 
energy is increased to 600 MeV. This was the 
only thing of importance found in the 1T+ p scat
tering in this energy range. 

Several interesting phenomena may be occur
ring in the 1T- p scattering between 300 and 
700 MeV. The data are consistent with a Breit
Wigner resonance at 600 MeV in the D 13 state; 
however, they do not demand such a resonance. 
Although others have speculated about another 
resonance, either in a P 11 or s

11 
state, no 

evidence for such a second resonance was found 
in this work. It appears that the D 15 and F 15 
states start to become noticeable at about 600 
MeV. These two states are the major contribu
tors to the 900-MeV 1T- p peak in the total cross 
section. 

NUCLEAR EXCITATION FROM f.!- CAPTURE 

Burns Macdonald, Selig N. Kaplan, and Robert V. Pyle 

To explain quantitatively the neutron emission 
following f.!- capture, Fermi gas and Gaussian 
models have been employed to fit experimental 
data for Al, Si, Ca, Fe, Ag, I, Au, and Pb. By 
treating effective nucleon mass and average 
nucleon kinetic. energy as variable parameters, 
families of solutions are obtained that predict 
observed average neutron multiplicities. The 
solutions that give best agreement with multi
plicity distribution and experimentally observed 
nucleon momentum distributions require (with 
the exception of doubly magic Ca) an effective 
nucleon mass that varies between;::; 0.65 ~for 
the lighter nuclei and ""0.4 Mp for the heavier 

nuclei. With these models the neutron multi
plicity distributions cannot be explained without 
both allowing for direct neutron emission and 
invoking a nuclear surface excitation mechanism. 

The average energy transferred to nuclear 
matter is much less sensitive to the details of 
the nuclear model than the energy distribution, 
and if this average energy is expressed as a 
fraction of the available energy (the f.! mass 
reduced by its K-shell binding energy), it is 
found to be the same for all target nuclides 
(again, with the exception of Ca) and equal to 
0.18±0.01. 
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CHARGE EXCHANGE AND RADIATIVE CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS 
FOR 50-MeV rr- IN HYDROGEN 

Jim B. Carroll 

Analysis of the data from the reactions 

rr-+p -y+n (1) 

rr-+p->-rrO+n--y+-y+N (2) 

is continuing. The response of the total-absorp
tion scintillation spectrometer (see previous 
Semiannual Reports) to incident photons of 

various energies has been calculated by using 
Monte Carlo techniques to treat the electron
photon shower. This has been done with two 
computer programs, each of which uses a dif
ferent set of approximations. These theoretical 
response functions are now being used to fit the 
observed pulse-height spectrum produced by the 
final-state photons from Reactions (1) and (2). 
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William A. Nierenberg in charge 

ATOMIC BEAM GROUP 

Howard A. Shugart 

The systematic measurement of various atomic 
and nuclear properties continues as the primary 
goal of the atomic beam group. The properties, 
which are measured on free radioactive atoms in 
a beam, include nuclear spins, nuclear magnetic 
dipole and electric quadrupole moments, atomic 
hyperfine structures, hyperfine- structure anom
alies, and electronic angular momenta and g 
factors. The inherent advantages of beam tech
niques in obtaining these quantities rests in their 
conceptual simplicity and sensitivity, and in the 
ease of interpretation of at.omic beam results. 
From a theoretical viewpoint, the results serve 
several useful functions. The measurements 
comprise test information for theories of the 
nuclear ground state, as well as for ground and 
low -lying electronic states of free atoms. 

The activity of the beam group can be indicat
ed by an enumeration of talks given and papers 
published during the period of this report. 

Papers given orally 

1. By Vernon Ehlers (in Vanden Bout's ab
sence) at the Pasadena APS Meeting: P. A. 
VandenBout, V. J. Ehlers, W. A. Nierenberg, 
and M. H. Prior, Hyperfine Structure of Au198 
and Au199, BulL Am. Phys. Soc. 8, 619 (1963). 

2. By Y. W. Chan at the New York APS Meet-

ing: Y. W. Chan, V. J. Ehlers, and W. A. 
Nierenberg, Nuclear Spin of 39-m Au190, Bull. 
Am. Phys. Soc. 9, 10 (1964). 

3. By Barbara Dodsworth at the Washington 
APS Meeting: B. M. Dodsworth and H. A. 
Shugart, Electronic g Factor, Hyperfine
Structure Separation, and Magnetic Moment of 
Cu64, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1_, 451 (1964). 

Papers publishec;l 

4. Y. W. Chan, W. B. Ewbank, W. A. 
Nierenberg, and H. A. Shugart, The Nuclear 
Spins and Hyperfine Structure Separations of 
Ag112 and Ag113, Phys. Rev. 133, B1138 
(1964). -

5. N. Braslau, G. 0. Brink, and J. M. Kahn, 
Hyperfine Structure Separation and Magnetic 
Moment of K42, Phys. Rev. 134, A45 (1964). 

Abstracts submitted 

6. Joseph Yellin, Richard Marrus, and W. A. 
Nierenberg, an abstract covering work on optical 
pumping transients in rubidium and cesium 
vapors, has been submitted to the Denver APS 
Meeting. 

7. A group of abstracts has been submitted to 
the Brookhaven Conference on Molecular Beams 
at Uppsala, Sweden, June 22 to July 3, 1964. 
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Wilson M. Powell and Robert W. Birge in charge 

INTERACTION STUDIES 

Study of K+ ..... e+ + rr 0 + v Decay 

George E. Kalmus and Anne Kernan 

The purpose of the experiment is to obtain the 
electron and pion momentum spectra, and to 
study the angular correlations of the decay 
products. 

Film from the stopping K+ run in the 30-inch 
bubble chamber filled with C 3 F 8 is being scanned 
for the decay sequence 

K+ .... e+ + rrO + v 

L'{ + '{ 

~ ~ 
e+ + e e+ + e-. 

A heavy liquid chamber is advantageous for the 
study of this decay mode because (a) the electron 
is readily identified by its rapid loss of energy, 
and (b) the probability of -y-ray conversion is 
high (20o/o in this experiment). 

In a study of this decay mode 1 it was not pos
sible to measure the momentum of either the 
electron or the TT 0 ; consequently, the neutrino 
momentum was also undetermined. In our ex
periment the rr 0 momentum is obtained by meas
uring the curvature of the pair electrons in the 
chamber magnetic field. The Behr-Mittner 
formula is then used to calculate the electron 
momenta. 2 The accuracy to which TTo momenta 
can be estimated by this procedure has been 
tested by measuring decay sequences of the type 

K+ .... TT+ + TT 0 

L'{ + '{ 

~ 
e+ + e • 

The mean error in magnitude of the pion mo
mentum is 5o/o, and the uncertainty in momentum 
direction is about 5 deg. 

1. J. L. Brown, J. A. Kadyk, G. H. Trilling, 
R. T. Van de Walle, B. P. Roe, and D. Sinclair, 
Experimental Study of the K~3 and K~3 Decay 
Modes of the K+ Meson, UCKL-10205, Aug. 1962. 
2. L. Behr and P. Mittner, Nucl. Instr. 
Methods 20, 446 (1963). 

To date 500 events have been found. A total 
of 200 decays has been measured and recon
structed. Scanning and measuring is continuing. 
A program is being written to calculate the 
detection efficiences for aU.possible decay con
figurations. 

This work is being done in collaboration with a 
group at the University of Wisconsin and with 
C. Henderson at University College, London, 
England. 

+ Polarization of the Muon from Kf.l::; Decay 

George Gidal 

When a muon from Kt. 3 decay comes to rest 
in the bubble chamber, its spin component along 
the magnetic field is conserved so the electron 
asymmetry about this direction measures the 
muon polarization. We have measured the 
longitudinal polarization in the kinetic energy 
region 38 to 96 MeV, and find an average polari
zation of +0. 74 ± 0.16. A likelihood fit to the 
ratio of the form factors, S, gives €, = -0.15 ± 
0. 90. Results will be submitted to Physical 
Review Letters. 

Energy Spectrum of rr+ in K+ .... rr+ rr 0 rr 0 Decay 

George E. Kalmus, Anne Kernan, and Robert Pu. 

The TT+ energy has been measured in 3400 
examples of K-F .... rr+ rr 0 TT 0 decay at rest. The rr+ 
energy spectrum in T

1 decay extends from 0 to 
53 MeV. This experiment measures the spec
trum in the interval 10 to 53 MeV. 

This work has been submitted to Physical 
Review. 

Beta Decay of the Lambda Hyperon 

William J. Singleton 

A sample of 50 lambda f3 decays have been 
studied to determine the form of the decay inter
action. The transverse -momentum spectrum of 
the protons and angular correlations in the 
laboratory system show that: 

(a) The tensor form of the interations is ruled 
out with 99o/o confidence. 
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(b) On assumption of a mixture of vector and 
axial vector, the ratio of the coupling constants 
CA/Cy is greater than 0.5, with 99'7o confidence. 

(c) Scalar, axial vector, and V minus A forms 
of the interactions are compatible with the data. 

Results are to be submitted to the Physical 
Review for publication. 

Sigma-Hyperon Production 

Yu-Li Pan 

The 1.15-BeV/c K- film has been scanned for 
::1:: hyperons to study ::1::- Tr final-state interactions. 
All scanning and measuring and computer analy
ses have been completed. Analysis of the data 
is in progress. 

Kfi 3 Spectrum 

Wilson M. Powell and Carl L. Sandler 

Better statistics are being obtained on the 
1 energy spectrum of the fi + from the Kf1 3 decay. 

There is interest in this problem because with a 
precise. determination of the fi + energy spectrum 
one can calculate the energy dependence of the 
form factors in the Kf1 3 decay. 

We are scanning for Kf13 events produced 
from stopping K+ mesons m the Berkeley 30-inch 
heavy liquid bubble chamber filled with Freon, 
C3F3. We have accumulated 3 000 Kf13 events 
identified by the K+- f!+ - e+ decay chain. 
Approximately 2 000 events have been measured. 
The momentum of the p.+ is obtained from its 
range with a mean error of 3o/o. Background 
study of T

1
, K'TT 2 , and in-flight Kfi 2 and Kf13 

events.is in progress. A potential-path-length 

1. V. Bisi, G. Borreani, R. Cester, 
A. Debenedetti, M. I. Ferrero, C. M. Garelli, 
A. Marzari-Chiesa, B. Quassiati, G. Rinaudo, 
M. Vigone, and A. E. Werbrouck, Phys. Rev. 
Letters g, 490 (1964). 

Powell-Birge 

computer program has been written to correct 
for the number of Kfi 3 decays that are not seen 
because the f!+ ·stops outside the chamber. Re
scanning for biases and data analysis are near
ing completion. 

The Reaction n+n -n+p+Tr- at 1.8 BeV/c 

George Gidal 

We have studied the reaction n+n- n+p+Tr
in the 20-inch Brookhaven deuterium bubble 
chamber, using a 3.69-BeV /c separated deuteron 
beam from the AGS. The events are selected 
from the reactions d+d- p+p+p+Tr-+n, in 
which two protons are spectators. The n-n 
reaction is characterized by N~j2 3; 2 forma
tion. We have tested our data against the single
pion-exchange model. The results are com
pared with those from the charge -symmetric 
reaction, p + p - n + p + Tr+ which is chara.cter
ized by N'!'++ formation. The N':'-- N':'++ mass 
difference is related to the mass splitting within 
the YI 3/2 multiplet by the SU3 symmetry 
scheme. By using the above charge- symmetric 
reactions to measure the splitting, shifts due to 
production mechanism and systematic errors 
are obliterated. 

25-Inch Hydrogen Chamber Run 

Robert W. Birge, Robert P. Ely, Sun- Yiu Fung, 
Wilson M. Powell, Robert Bell, James Louie, 

Jack Sahouria, and C. Thornton Murphy 

Collaboration with the Trilling -Goldhaber 
group in planning the K-meson beam in the BeV 
region was undertaken. The. setup was completed 
in February. We started the K- run at the end 
of March. Utilizing the 25-inch hydrogen cham
ber, we have exposed approximately 195 000 
pictures at seven momenta, from 0.85 to 1.15 
BeV/c. The study of K--p elastic cross sections 
is in progress. 
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DATA REDUCTION 

Robert W. Birge and P. Wesley Weber 

With a total of 17 (full-time equivalent) visual measurement personnel, the 
following data reduction was accomplished in the past 6 months: 

Experiment 

Conventional 

28 

29 

30 

FSD system 

30 

Equipment 

Microscope Ca 

MP-1C 

Microscope E 

Total 

Bubble chamber 

30-inch Freon 

20-inch deuterium 
(Brookhaven) 

72 -inch hydrogen 

72-inch hydrogen 

Scanning 

Beam 

4.50-MeV /c K+, stopping 

3.69-BeV/c deuteron 

3.94-BeV/c 'IT 

Subtotal 

3.94-BeV/c 'IT 

Subtotal 

Total 

Measuring 

Measuring 
hours 

Number of Vertices per 
vertices measuring hour 

287.2 

1391.1 

2 153.2 

3 831.5 

1030 3.6 

-6 135 4.4 

11009 5.1 

18174 4.3 Av. 

Number 
of frames 

163 826 

34 965 

903 

199 694 

33 243 

33 243 

232 937 

Measuring hours 
per 4032 hours 

7% 

3 5% 

53 o/o 

32% Av. 

a. Converted to a three -view measuring instrument in April 1964. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Emilio Segre and Owen Chamberlain in charge 

USE OF A POLARIZED PROTON TARGET IN 
HIGH-ENERGY SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS 

Owen Chamberlain, Claude H. Schultz, and Gilbert Shapiro 

A target containing nearly 1 gram of highly 
polarized hydrogen nuclei has been used success
fully to measure the spin dependence of proton
proton and pion -proton elastic scattering at 
energies between 0.25 and 6.2 GeV. The polari
zation of the target has been as high as 65% and 
has averaged 45% during extended data taking. 
Dynamic nuclear orientation is achieved through 
the excitation of a "forbidden" electron-proton 
mutual spin-flip transition in the crystal--
(0. 99 La, o. 01 Nd) 2 Mg 3 (N03 )12 · 24H20- -in 
which the hydrogen is imbedded. The crystal 

sample, weighing 26 grams in all and occupying 
roughly a 2.5-cm cube, is situated in an untuned 
cavity subjected to microwaves of frequency 
70 GHz. The whole is immersed in an He4 bath 
at 1.1 °K, and located in an external magnetic 
field of 18.8 kG. Among the problems that have 
been met are (a) t~e accurate measurement of 
target polarization, and (b) the kinematic separa
tion of elastic hydrogen scattering from the 
background due to the presence of the heavy ele
ments that constitute 97% of the matter in the 
target. 

POLARIZATION IN p-p SCATTERING FROM 0.33 TO 0.74 GeV 

Frederick W. Betz, Eric Arens, Helmut E. Dost, ·Michel Hansroul, 
Leland E. Holloway, Jr.·, Claude H. Schultz, Gilbert Shapiro, and Bill Troka 

Using a polarized target, we have measured 
the polarization parameter in p-p scattering for 
incident proton energies from 0.33 GeV to 
0. 74 GeV. The elastic p-p scatterings were 
kinematically separated from other interactions 

in the target by counting both protons in co
incidence. The angles measured lie in the range 
or 40 to 100° c. m. The polarizations of the free 
protons in the target during the experiment 
ranged from 35 to 50%. 

K+p INTERACTIONS AT 2.7 BeV/c. 

William Chinowsky, Robert R. Kinsey, Stanley Klein, 
Riley D. Newman, Neal Rybicki, and Jonas Schultz 

Fifty thousand pictures have been taken of the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 20-inch hydro
gen bubble chamber exposed to a beam of 2. 7-
BeV/c K+ mesons with "'10 K+ per picture. 

Scanning of the film has just begun. The aim is 
to investigate production processes, with the 
emphasis on the production of meson resonances. 

LOW -ENERGY ~-N INTERACTIONS 

William Chinowsky, Robert R. Kinsey, Stanley Klein, 
Riley D. Newman, Neal Rybicki, and Jonas Schultz 

The interactions of sigma hyperons and pro
tons in the energy range of approximately 6 to 12 
MeV are being studied. Low -energy ~+ and ~-

are provided by a beam of K- stopping in the 
Columbia-Brookhaven National Laboratory 
30-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. Under study 
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The parameters determined in this experiment 
may be compared with predicted relations be
tween hyperon-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon 
interactions based on unitary symmetry and vari
ous dynamical models. 

MEASUREMENT OF CNN IN p-p SCATTERING AT 690 MeV 

Helmut Dost, Eric Arens, Frederick W. Betz, 
M. Hansroul, Leland E. Holloway, Jr., and Claude H. Schultz 

Using a polarized beam and polarized target, 
we have measured the parameter CNN in p-p 
scattering for incident-proton laboratory-system 
kinetic energy of 690 MeV. The polarized beam 
was made by scattering protons from the 184-inch 
cyclotron in an external first target of liquid 
hydrogen (giving 50o/o polarization) or carbon (for 
35o/o polarization). To reverse the polarization 
the incident proton direction was reversed. The 
polarized second target was the same one de-

scribed earlier 1 and elsewhere in this report. 
During the experiment it was typically polarized 
to 40%. 

The elastic scatterings were kinematically 
separated from other interactions in the second 
target by counting both protons in coincidence. 
The angular region covered extended from about 
55 deg to 90 deg c. m. Preliminary analysis 
shows CNN ~ t0.5 throughout this region. 

PION BETA-DECAY EXPERIMENT 

Robert Bacastow, Claude Ghesquiere, and Clyde E. Wiegand 

Data are gradually accumulating on the experi
ment in operation at the 184-inch cyclotron. On 
the basis of a preliminary scanning and simpli
fied measurements we have collected sufficient 
data to yield about 30 events. The entire body 

of data is now being scanned and measured at 
the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. 

1. Physics Division Semiannual Report, 
UCRL-11132, Oct. 1963, p. 96. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

George H. Trilling and Gerson Goldhaber m charge 

K 25 EXPERIMENT 

In March 1964, a new channel was put into 
successful operation to provide separated beams 
of K+ and K- particles in the momentum range 
between 800 and 1600 MeV/c for the 25-inch 
bubble chamber. The possibility of obtaining 
reasonable fluxes fr,om K' s of both signs of 
charge is a consequence of the use of a target 
in the external beam of the Bevatron. The beam, 

developed in collaboration with the Powell-Birge 
group, provides ::::zo K- and ::::ZOO K+ particles 
per 1011 protons in the external beam channel. 
A study of the interactions of K+ mesons with 
protons and neutrons at five momenta between -
850 and 1550 MeV/c is in progress, with a major 
part of the events being measured on the FSD 
system. 

PUBLICATIONS 

1. Gerson Goldhaber, John L. Brown, _Sulamith 
Goldhaber, John A. Kadyk, Benjamin C. Shen, 
and George H. Trilling, Evidence for a "TT-p 
Interaction Produced in the "IT+- p Reaction at 

3.65 BeV jc, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 336 (1964). 
2. Gerson Goldhaber, Multipion Resonances 

Observed in the ("TT+, p) Reaction, Bull. Am. 
Phys. Soc. 9, 482 (1964). 
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DATA HANDLING 

Howard S. White in charge 

COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

HAZE 

Work on the scan tape -editing program (422) 
was essentially completed, and a scaler checking 
feature giving rapid feedback of digitizer mal
function was finished. Also, the format of the 
Master Catalog was extended to provide more 
information of use to the physicists. The pro
gram was reorganized to improve the efficiency 
of computer use, and a write-up was completed. 

A new assembly of the real-time HAZE pro
gram (420) was in operation by the end of 
January 1964. The program was modified to 
enable it to handle various film formats from 
different chambers. The internal fiducial 
searching routine was rewritten to search for a 
greater number of internal fiducials, and modifi
modifications were added to the program to im
prove its efficiency. For example, these modi
fications enable the program to remember 
fiducials from the previous event and reuse them 
if no film motion has occurred. The program 
can also do a separate scan to find fiducials 
when necessary, then go back and measure the 
event. This allows for the measurement of 
events with vertices near the beam entrance to 
the chamber. 

In addition to this, many improvements were 
added to the FILTER subroutine. Among the 
more significant of these modifications are the 
following: 

1. A more reliable choice of primary and 
secondary tracks when two tracks are followed 
through an entire road. 

2. A better procedure for establishing initial 
track -following parameters. 

3. A more accurate handling of crossing tracks. 
4. Faster running time. 

Finally, the HAZE tape format was modified 
to allow ionization data to be transmitted. By 
January 1964 HAZE was providing ionization 
measurement to the FOG program for all events 
measured. (Joan Stekler, Carol Osborne, 
Harriet Sollod, and Dennis Hall) 

FOG 

Program 137A, which checks, edits, and sorts 
the microscope data for the main geometry pro
gram, was completed and was in production by 
March 1964. 

A new automatic mass-assignment program 
( 119B) was written and put into production for 
all current experiments. This program is 
significantly easier to use than the older version, 
and it provides an off -line summary report for 
each run. In addition, 119B may be used to 
delete mass assignments from a data library. 

The geometry program for FSD data (program 
135A) was reassembled with two major modifica
tions. The new assembly performs ionization 
calculations on the data supplied by HAZE, and 
computes a precise vertex point for each view. 
A new record format was designed to carry this 
additional information to the CLOUDY programs. 

The increased accuracy of FSD measurements 
made possible several improvements to the 7 2-
inch hydrogen chamber program constants. 
Distortion and turbulence were found to be more 
severe than had been thought originally, and a 
new fiducial volume was determined to exclude 
the most bothersome region near the expansion 
mechanism. 

Finally, program constants for the 25-inch 
hydrogen bubble chamber were derived and pro
duction physics for that chamber was started. 
(Shirley Buckman, Barbara Ripple, and Sylvia 
Champomier) 

CLOUDY 

Ionization information from the FOG program 
was added to the CLOUDY library together with 
a theoretical calculation of the ionization based 
on the measured momentum. The information 
is carried on the CLOUDY library and is avail
able for use in FAIR. 

The kinematic constraints subroutine was 
generalized to handle any combination of charged 
and neutral vertices. This modification was 
used first by researchers at Brookhaven to 
assist in identifying the w- particle, although 
experiments here also require its use. 

Work was begun on a modification to the 
CLOUDY program which will allow unlikely 
(rejected) mass hypotheses to be deleted from 
the CLOUDY libra~y. This modification will 
greatly decrease the amount of CLOUDY tape 
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space for an experiment, as well as substantially 
reduce the running time required. 

Finally, new Assignment Lists were created 
for use with FSD measurements of the new 25-
inch hydrogen chamber photographs. 
(Vivian Morgan and Dennis Hall) 

FAIR 

Several special-purpose calculations for 
individual experiments were written. These 
included the calculation of kinematic constraints' 
"pull" quantities, four-body effective mass, 
squared effective mass and squared missing 
masses, coordinate transformations, and Behr
Mittner theory corrections to momentum me as
urements made in dense media. 

Work began on an efficient one -pass FAIR 
compiler which will preserve many of the 
language features of FORTRAN to facilitate its 
usage by those who are already familiar with 
that programming language. This arithmetic 
compiler will augment the existing logical com
piler and make possible easy specification of 
special calculations to be done upon a subset of 
data selected by use of the logical compiler. 
The powerful associative-retrieval process, in 
which events are selected on the basis of their 
meeting criteria specified by the physicist rather 
than being retrieved by means of their identifi
cation parameters, is thereby made even more 
useful. It is expected that the rather small 
effort involved in writing this arithmetic com
piler will be rapidly offset by savings in time 
required to implement special calculations. 

General flow charts for the processor were 
initiated and the basic algorithm for processing 
arithmetic expressions was worked out in some 
detail. The compiler will handle subroutines 
and singly subscripted variables, and will have 
a set of built-in functions. The same card 
format will be extended to allow storage assign
ment and I/O instructions within the FAIR com-
piler. · 

Modification of program 304 was started to 
make use of the discs for page output sorting, 
and to store information that is used infrequent
ly .. A new type of level was designed to enable 
Global (entire chain, including all topologies and 
mass permutations) and Mass Permutation 
levels to be combined during the same run in 
which the Global levels are set up, thus saving 
a second pass of the FAIR library. 

Several' changes to the existing code, which 
will make for more rapid execution, were 
planned for future implementation. 
(Loren Shalz and James Haug) 

White 

DAPR 

The track-fol-lowing phase of the DAPR sys
tem was run on-line with the FSD. Preliminary 
time studies were performed, indicating a very 
good match between DAPR running on the 7094 II, 
and the tandem FSD. The beam track -following 
phase was simplified, and the efficiency of the 
nonbeam track following was improved. 

Debugging of the orthogonal mode was started 
and preliminary results were very encouraging. 
Work continued on the track segment-joining 
and vertex-searching routines. The joining of 
high -angle tracks was improved and a prelimi
nary kink-detection subroutine was written. A 
vertex-searching routine was written which uses 
the intersections of circles, and initial experi
ence was gained in identifying 2 -prong and 4-
prong events. 

The start of a 6-month visit by Charles 
Dickens increased our degree of collaboration 
with the Applied Mathematics Division of Brook
haven National Laboratory on the DAPR program 
development. (Charles Dickens and Mary 
Down ton) 

FCF System Monitor 

The FCF System monitor was successfully 
modified to run from the 1301 disc module. 
This modification greatly reduced the program 
calling time, and substantially decreased the 
running time for debug runs. This new disc sys
tem has also provided beneficial experience, of 
use in planning the three -level multiprogrammed 
monitor. 

The three -priority-level multi programmed 
monitor (TRIST) was completely flow -charted 
and coding was begun. TRIST is designed to 
saturate the computer's capacity through opera
tion of background FCF programs during the 
intervals when the real-time program does not 
require full use of the computer. A three -level 
priority system provides for the real-time 
measurement program (HAZE or DAPR), a cycle 
of several programs to analyze the data generat
ed by the .real-time programs shortly after initial 
input, and an independent production run on other 
data to provide background utilization of the 
computer. This process significantly improves 
the efficiency of computer usage, and allows 
both the on-line measurements and the back
ground production computing to operate at nearly 
the same rate either would separetely. In this 
way, the FCF reduction of the events will take 
place concurrently with the measurement, and 
the physics results can be made available much 
sooner than was previously possible. (Joan 
Stekler, Carol Osborne, and Tom Oliver) 11 
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DATA PROCESSING OPERATIONS 

The FSD system became very much more re
liable during this period. Since most of the 
earlier unreliability was due to relatively small 
parts of the total system, modest efforts in 
engineering design led to substantial effects. 
Primarily the difficulties had been associated 
with the rough digitizers of the scanning tables, 
and to a lesser extent, the tape data collection 
system of the scanning tables. The FSD unit 
itself continued to perform with a high degree 
of reliability. · 

Because of an extreme inadequacy of available 
computer time, operation of the FSD was severely 

curtailed. A very sizable backlog of scanned 
but unmeasured events therefore existed at the 
end of this reporting period. This backlog, 
numbering more than 18 000 events, is expected 
to be eliminated after the arrival at the labora
tory of an additional 7094 computer in June _1964. 

The following table summarizes the processing 
of both Franckenstein and FSD-measured events. 
An event is the entire collection of related 
vertices measured in a bubble chamber picture. 
New measurements of events are counted sepa
rately, but the effect of any reprocessing has 
been eliminated from the totals. 

Event Measurements Analyzed 

Chamber 

Franckenstein operations: 

30-in. Freon-propane 
30-in. propane 
20-in. deuterium (BNL) 

FSD operations: 

72 -in. hydrogen 
72 -in. hydrogen 
7 2 -in. hydrogen 
25 -in. hydrogen 

Beam 

Stopping .K+ 
1.1-BeV/c K-
3.7-BeV/c D 

3.6-BeV/c "TT 

4.0-BeV /c "TT 

3.9-BeV/c "TT-

1.0-BeV /c K+ 

Experimental group 

Powell-Birge 
Powell-Birge 
Powell-Birge 

Trilling-Goldhaber 
Trilling -Goldhaber 
Powell-Birge 
Trilling-Goldhaber 

Total events analyzed 

Number 
of events 

9 006 
477 

2 536 

12 019 

13 974 
210 

24 361 
2 662 

41 207 

53 226 
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ACCELERATOR OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

ACCELERATOR STUDY GROUP 

Edward J. Lofgren in charge 

Reported by Richard L. Blumberg 

In April 1963, the Atomic Energy Commission 
authorized the Laboratory to study the technical 
feasibility of a large proton synchrotron as the 
next step in the expansion of high-energy physics 
research facilities. It is anticipated that the 
project cost estimates will be prepared by July 
196 5 l'l.nd the formal proposal will be submitted 
shortly thereafter. A National Scientific Com
mittee has been appointed to advise the study; 
Professor William Fry of University o£ Wiscon
sin is chairman. 

The Accelerator Study Group has completed 

its organization and had an average effort of 63 
people during the period concerned by this 
report. A number of decisions have been made 
in an effort to reduce the number of alternatives 
being studied. 

1. Energy of the machine is to be 200 GeV. 
2. Injection is to be by booster of about 6 BeV, 

with about a 200-MeV linac as an injector. 
3. The design pressure in .the main ring vacuum 

tank will be 2 X 1o-7 torr, average. 
4. The maximum repetition rate at full energy 

with no flat top is to be 30 ppm. 

THEORY 

The theory group during this period has made 
intensive parameter studies. The number, type, 
and length of straight sections has been investi
gated and will be decided shortly. The investi
gation concerned beam dynamics, machine 
operation considerations, and access and con-

venience for experimental facilities. 
(Alper A. Garren) 

Work has continued on intensity limitations 
imposed by the transverse and longitudinal 
resistive instabilities. (V. Kelvin Neil, Andrew 
Sessler, and L. Jackson Laslett) 

INJECTION 

The decision to use a small alternating
gradient synchrotron for injection to the main 
ring was primarily based on space -charge con
siderations (Andrew M. Sessler) and the inher
ently greater beam-current-per-second capabil
ity of this combination. A booster synchrotron 
might also be slightly less expensive than a 
linac. Booster energy has not been determined, 

nor in fact has the linac injector (about 200 MeV) 
for the booster been fixed, but these are pri
marily a matter of cost minimization and will be 
determined sho.rtly. Before the investigation of 
the 2-BeV linac was abandoned, some promising 
experimental work (Ferd Voelker) was done on 
manifolding the rf power to multiple linac tanks. 

RADIO FREQUENCY 

The main synchrotron accelerating system has 
small frequency swing and moderately large 
voltage and power requirements; the booster 
synchrotron accelerating system has a 2:1 fre
quency swing. A frequency of 100 Me is being 

studied for the main rf system. A booster final 
rf of 100 Me will allow bucket matching at in
jection into the main ring. It is proposed 
(Quentin A. Kerns) that the total rf accelerating 
voltage will be supplied by a number of identical 

C) 
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cavities placed in straight sections. Grouping 
the cavities at stations around the ring is less 
costly than a uniform distribution, and has been 
shown (Lloyd Smith and L. Jackson Laslett) to 
result in an adequate region of phase stability 
provided one uses from three to four such loca
tions in the proposed machine designs. Each rf 
station will include from 15 to 20 cavities, each 
cavity about 1 meter long. In view of the antici
pated level of radioactivity during machine 
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operation as well as the residual activity, which 
would tend to hamper maintenance, the rf com
ponents so far as possible are placed outside the 
tunnel. The main effort of the study of rf sec
tion is concentrated on the properties of ferrites. 
A mechanical tuner would represent a saving of 
at most zoo/o in power and present reliability 
problems. The Robinson constant -frequency 
phase -shift acceleration scheme has also been 
considered. 

MAGNET DESIGN 

The study is considering two basic magnet 
yoke shapes: a "C" design similar to CERN and 
BNL, and an "H" design. The "H" design is 
somewhat lighter (possibly cheaper), but the "C" 
design has the advantages of permitting tighter 
control of the mechanical tolerances in the gap. 
The "C" magnet also permits limited access to 
the vacuum tank over all its length rather than 
just at the ends. Higher fields than have hitherto 
been used, with significant economies in the de
sign of the accelerator, might be possible by 
using variable current densities. Higher-density 
conductors would be used on the gap midplane 
near the vacuum chamber, and the coil-package 
cross sections might not be rectangular. Com-

puter programs are being developed to handle 
such' magnets. Existing computer programs 
have been developed (Charles G. Dols and 
Joseph H. Dorst) that model variable and finite 
permeability of the iron. The agreement with 
CERN measured data is as follows: With mag
net excitation such that the magnitude of the 
central field is 13 kG, the magnitude of the field 
index, k, at the edge of the vacuum tank is 
lowered by magnet saturation from 4.12 to 3.58 
per meter, a reduction of 13o/o. For these con
ditions, the computer predictions of k agree 
with the measured values to within 0.5o/o across 
the width of the vacuum chamber. 

MAGNET POWER SUPPLIES AND ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION 

The total power need of the proposed labora
tory after the running-in period is estimated to 
be of the order of 150 MW. This may increase 
to 250 to 300 MW at a later date. Even more 
power would be required, should particle stor
age rings be added to the accelerator. 

Several schemes for supply of the main ring 
were considered. A direct supply of the power 
converters from the grid seems attractive, if a 
sufficiently strong supply system is available in 
the immediate vicinity of the future laboratory. 
However, the voltage distortions caused by the 
current harmonics of the static power converters 

.were found to be considerable, and might neces-

sitate expensive correction devices. 

For the proposal, the study section (Fritz 
Grutter) concluded that ac generators with fly
wheels followed by mercury-arc power rectifiers 
gave the most reliable and economical system. 

Requirements for the booster-ring magnet 
excitation are very similar to those of high
energy electron synchrotrons, such as CEA and 
DESY, or fast pulsed proton synchrotrons, such 
as PPA. Various supply schemes have been 
examined. A biased multisection resonant cir
cuit is commonly accepted as the best means for 
providing the magnet excitation . 

SITE, FOUNDATION, AND MAGNET ENCLOSURE STUDIES 

The requirement common to all strong
focusing machines for precise alignment imposes 
the most severe restriction on the choice of a 
suitable location for the proposed machine. A 
second feature of this machine, namely its 
energy of ZOO GeV, imposes a requirement not 
only for a large area for the ring (approximately 
one mile in diameter), but the strong forward 

collimation of the secondary particles from such 
a beam requires beam lines on the order of one 
diameter long in order to achieve reasonable 
separation of the various species of particles. 
Finally, the accelerator complex will require a 
reliable source of substantial quantities of ele c
tric power and other utilities, and ready access 
to the appurtenances of industry, such as shops, 
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suppliers, contractors, etc.; finally, it must be 
readily accessible to trans continental transpor
tation and university facilities. 

The assessment of suitable stability has re
ceived the most attention, since the other require
ments are easier to evaluate or are satisfied by 
many alternative locations. The two approaches 
which have been adopted are, first: What is the 
most nearly ideal location from the point of view 
of stability? Second: What can be done by the 
use of more elaborate foundation structures in 
less ideal formations (from the point of view of 
stability)? 

These two alternatives are being studied. The 
first kind of site is typified by a location on the 
metamorphic bedrock underlying the western 
foothills of the Sierra Nevada, and the second is 
typical of those located on the Tertiary sedi
ments of the Coast Range. 

Camp Parks is an inactive military base al
most midway between Berkeley and Livermore. 
It was chosen as reasonably typical of the Coast 
Range. A test boring program and surface -
investigations have been made with the sugges
tions of our consultant (Philip C. Rutledge, 
Consulting Soils Engineer), and have resulted in 
the design of a deep (100-foot) pile system to 
support a large beam on which, say, four mag
nets might be placed. The pile is cased to about 
half its depth to isolate the pile -beam-magnet 
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system from the surface loads imposed by the 
magnet enclosure building and shielding. 

A seismograph station is being monitored at 
Camp Parks and the results obtained compared 
to similar data compiled on the Berkeley campus 
(Stanley Warner). This comparison will provide 
seismic criteria required for a detailed struc
tural design. 

A crustal movement survey is also being 
undertaken in conjunction with the U. S. Coast 
and Geodetic Survey. This survey will attempt 
to determine if there is any movement of monu
ments spaced OJ). the periphery of the Livermore 
Valley; this survey will also attempt to measure 
any strain accumulation on some inactive faults 
in the Camp Parks area. The metamorphic bed
rock sites (first kind) are overlain by weathered 
material of varying depths; consequently, any 
more specific study would be a detECrmination of 
the average depth of this comparatively soft 
overlay. The region is quite inactive from a 
seismic point of_ view, and constitutes one of the 
most stable areas in the country. These "hard" 
sites would not require (or permit) deep piles. 

Reports from geologists (Harold Wollenberg; 
B. H. Marliave, Consulting Geologist), on 
several possible sites of the first kind conclude 
that the choice between them would rest not upon 
geologic grounds, but upon economics. The 
sites are privately owned, and some are near 
rapidly developing suburban areas. 

ALIGNMENT 

The effects o~ various types of magnet mis
alignments have been examined and the pile
beai:n system is being designed to minimize 
these movements. Survey systems are being 
studied (Jack V. Franck, Rudin M. Johnson, and 
Pierre Pellissier) that, one hopes, would per-

mit rapid realignment of the machine if it were 
to move. Conventional surveying techniques 
used in existing machines would require several 
weeks to complete a survey of the proposed ma
chine. Several advanced schemes employing, 
for example, lasers are being investigated. 

SHIELDING AND RADIATION PROTECTION 

From beam loss estimates of 1 o/o and radiation 
dose levels of 5 rem, the shielding require
ments of 20 to 25 feet of earth over the machine 
have been established. The neutron activation 
of the tunnel walls has been shown to be negligible 
if the walls are made of boron-loaded concrete. 

The radiation hazard from high-energy activa
tion of the magnet structure may not be a serious 
problem because of the self-shielding properties 
of the magnet. Aluminum-filled epoxys for coil 
fabrication give promise of retaining adequate 
strength under radiation damage. 

PAPERS ISSUED 

Some 14 UCID reports have been issued and 
well over 100 other engineering notes, trip 

reports, and other documents of various sorts 
have been prepared on all aspects of the study. 

., 
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BEVATRON 

Edward J. Lofgren in charge 

Reports on Bevatron Operation and Develop
ment are issued on a quarterly basis. The 
reports to cover the period October-December, 
1963; January-March, 1964; and April-June, 

1964 are Bevatron Operation and Development 
Nos. 40, 41, and 42, respectively. These 
reports are being prepared but have not been 
is sued in final form. 
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184-INCH CYCLOTRON 

Robert L. Thornton in charge 

Reported by James T. Vale 

No report has been prepared this half year. 
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88-INCH CYCLOTRON 

Hermann A. Grunder in charge 

Operation 

The distribution of cyclotron time can be seen 
in Table I. 

Table I. 88 -Inch cyclotron time distribution
October 1963 through March 1964 

(units of 8-hour shifts). 

Physics (scattering) 
Biophysics 
Isotope production 
Beam development 
Preventive maintenance and changes 
Repairs (lost scheduled time) 

Total 

Shifts o/o 

268 
18 

130 
65 
36 
50 

567 

48 
3 

23 
11 

6 
9 

100 

The current of the external beam is still 
restricted by heating of the septum that divides 
the internal from the external beam and is part 
of the ground electrode of the first deflector 
channel. The power limitation is approximately 
2 kW internal beam, which represents about 
700 watts external beam. This is about 20 f.LA 
of 65-MeV alpha particles. The present septum 
is made of tungste-n and is uncooled. We had a 
water -cooled copper septum in operation which 
permitted us to extract 100 f.LA of 32-MeV deu
terons. Unfortunately, the copper septum leaked 
(for reasons other than beam bombardment) and 
had to be replaced. Another copper septum is 
being constructed, and we hope to install it soon. 

Nuclear Chemistry 

For radioisotope production essentially the 
full range of energy has been used. A tot_al of 
approximately 80 targets has been bombarded in 
the p"eriod under discussion. 

Nuclear Physics 

1. The polarized proton beam facility was set 
up and tested. 

2. Studies of He4- He4 scattering in the 
energy region from 35 to 45 MeV were continued. 

3. An investigation of the (u,2u) reaction at 
100 MeV on C 12 was started. 

4. Studies of elastic and inelastic scattering 
of helium ions by Ni62 were continued at 33 MeV. 

5. (a, d) reactions on Ne20, Mg24, Ar40, and 
Ca 40 have been studied. 

6. The (p, t), (p, He3), and (p, u) reactions on 
o16 induced by 43.7 -MeV protons have been 
investigated. 

Beam Development 

It is our goal to have a record of the beam 
quality of the internal beam. This includes pre
dominantly diagrams of phase shift versus radius 
and a current versus radius. The program on 
beam quality continued. 

We have completed the investigation of the 
radial source position. Therefore, our effort 
is now concentrated on beam energy resolution 
and on measurements of the phase width of the 
external beam. 
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ELECTRON LINEAR ACCELERATOR 

Edward J. Lofgren in charge 

Reported by Douglas W. Pounds 

During the period November 1, 1963 to May 1, 
1964, beam time for experimenters amounted to 
589 hours or about 63% of the available time. 
The remainder of the time was devoted to ma
chine maintenance, machine modifications, 
experimenter setups,· and Linac research. 

A new system to produce and monitor mono
energetic particle beams with an energy range of 
1 to 10 MeV and containing 1 to 25 e- per pulse 
has been added to the Linac equipment. The 
system utilizes a coincidence circuit for count
ing and spectrometer magnets for energy selec
tion. 

A program to increase the maximum energy 
of the Linac to 45 MeV has begun. The energy 
increase will be developed in two stages. The 

first stage, which should be completed by 
September, will yield a 25-MeV full-current 
beam. The final stage of 45 MeV does not have 
a completion date at this time. · 

An uncommon occurrence for the Linac during 
this last period was the filming of a television 
program at the Linac based on our origin-of
life experiments. This program will be shown 
on "Science in Action" in the fall series. 

The outlook for the coming 6 -month period is 
for a continuation of most of the existing pro
grams, the probable initiation of a long -term 
project to investigate short-lived radicals with 
the electron paramagnetic resonance equipment, 
an increase in beam energy and current, and 
fewer T.V. productions. · 
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HEAVY -ION LINEAR ACCELERATOR 

Robert M. Main 

No report has been prepared this half year . 

UCRL-11466 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com• 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 






